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CHAI&~N

NOID1AN S. WATERS:

The interim hearing on the

future of Mono Lake is being held by the Water, Parks & Wildlife
Committee.

Today's hearing will address the following:

the causes

of the low brine shrimp productivity this spring, the causes of the
high gull chick mortality this spring, and the future of this incredible,
scenic and biologically rich lake and the scientific certainty of that
future.

The hearing has two main purposes.

First, the hearing is

intended to provide the Committee with a general update of Mono Lake.
Second, it is intended to provide the Committee with input for the
possibility of a bill to fund additional research of Mono Lake.
The witnesses on the agenda are grouped by expertise as
follows:

geology, hydrology, lake biology, birds, air quality, and

research and policy.
I would like to express my appreciation to all of those
who will be testifying today.

This represents a lot of effort on

your part, and I would like to assure you that we, this Committee,
appreciate it.

I would also like to express special appreciation

to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power and to the Mono
Lake Committee for their assistance in preparing for this hearing.
We have 30 witnesses on our agenda, and no doubt more will
sign up before the day is over.

In order to reserve adequate time

for witnesses, I would like you to limit your testimony to about
15 minutes, including questions and answers.

We'll break for lunch,

and I

intend to be done by five o'clock in order for members of this

Committee and others to make their airplane connections.
The members of the Committee who are with us today are:

from

my right Bob Campbell from Richmond, Don Rogers from Bakersfield,
Richard Katz,and Jim Cramer from San Bernardino and Pomona is on my
left.

We also have the Committee secrct<1ry, Betty ,Johnson; Clyde

MacDonaid,the Water Committee Consultant on my right;

and Bill Betz,

the Minority Consultant.
Our first witness is Mr. John Ferraro, a City Councilman
from the City of Los Angeles, Chairman of the City's Intergovernmental
Committee and former president of the Council.

Please step forward,

sir.
MR. JOHN FERRARO:

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee.

Thank you for allowing me to come and testify.

As you pointed out, I am

a City Councilman from Los Angeles and Chairman of the Intergovernmental
Relations Committee for the City Council.

Normally, I would not represent

the City at a meeting such as this which is focusing on issues best
addressed by the scientific committee.

However, because of

importance

of the Mono basin water supply to the City of Los Angeles I felt it
imperative on behalf of the City to personally emphasize the importance
of the Mono basin water supply not only to the City of Los Angeles, but
to the State as a whole.

The need for continued, carefully designed,

scientific research concerning environmental issues you are considering
today and that based upon the scientific studies sponsored by the City
of Los Angeles to date, there remains more than adequate time to complete
careful research already underway before considering additional mitigating
measures.
The importance of the Mono basin water supply because of the
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Mono basin supply represents nearly 20 percent of the City's total
water supply, it is clearly of enormous importance to an arrid city
such as Los Angeles, particularly given the City's already frugal
use of water and low per capita consumption.

The importance the

City attaches to this water supply has been underscored by the unanimous
adoption by both the Los Angeles City Council and the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors of resolutions affirming both the City and County's

•

intent to rigorously defend the City's right to the Mono basin waters
and I'm sure you are aware such unanimity is rarely achieved within
each body separately, let alone together.

The reasons for such unanimity

is that regional water supply planning for Southern California is based
on Los Angeles continuing to receive its full supply of water from the
Mono basin.

If that supply is cut back, all those in Southern California

who depend upon imported water will be forced to curtail their usc.

lf

a replacement supply from another source is not available, as you are
aware Southern California is already faced with a substantial reduction
of the water it imports from the Colorado River beginning in 1985,
when the Central Arizona Project is completed, the reduction could be
as much as 60 percent of the Colorado River supplied during droughts or
the equivalent of roughly 1/5 of the total water used by the 12 million
residents of Southern California.

The only feasible replacement for

the Colorado River supply is from the State Water Project, which you
are aware will be deficient in meeting projected demands for water
until additional facilities are constructed.
Consequently, water supply shortages in Southern California
are likely to be felt after 1985 and during dry years.

Without the

Mono basin supply shortages would be even more acute, particularly
for farmers in the San Joaquin Valley and Southern California who
-
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must compete for project water.
The Interagency Task Force on Mono Lake recommended in its
1979 report that over a five year ,period, a half a million dollars be
spent to study the Mono basin environment and that the state and federal
governments and the City of Los Angeles participate equally in this
cooperative study.

In August 1979, the City's Board of Water and Power

Commissioners appropriated $167,000 for its share of this three way
program.

The funding for the state's share of this program was included

in AB 2182 introduced by Assemblyman Mike Roos in 1980.
defeated by the Legislature.

That bill was

Because of the stated importance of the

Mono basin water supply to the City and the public's increasing concern
about the environmental impact of the Los Angeles diversion, Los
Angeles has taken the lead in carefully investigating this scientific
basis of the eco-systems of Mono Lake, and it has drawn upon renowned
and eminent scientists to assist in that effort.

The City has spent

approximately $400,000 so far on studies of Mono Lake and this represents
a very substantial commitment.

We are also close to an agreement with

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to study migratory birds for three
years.

I am proud of the research being undertaken by the City of Los

Angeles, and impressed by the credentials of the specialists who will
address you during the remainder of this hearing.
Prior to their testimony, I would like to present a five
minute film on the research the Department is performing.

In conclusion

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and wish to commend
you for once again focusing the state's attention on the need for
careful scientific research to help resolve the growing Mono Lake
controversy.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much and I would like to

at this time present the five minute film.
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CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

There's a question by Mr.

Rogers.
ASSEMBLYMAN DON ROGERS:

If I could -- your comment about 20

percent -- now is this 20 percent of the Los Angeles basin water supply
that is generated from the inflow to Mono Lake specifically or are you
talking about the entire Owens Valley?
MR. FERRARO:

Would you care to clear this up?

It's my understanding that it's 20 percent of

the Mono water supply basin that is 20 percent of our supply.
ASSEMBLYHAN ROGERS:
MR. FERRARO:

Of your supply just from the ...

Mono Lake portion.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mono Lake portion.

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROBERT CAMPBELL:

Mr. Chairman, just along those

same lines we're told that, for example, the Los Angeles basin doesn't
utilize all of its water.

You can in fact sell water to other areas in

the valley, etc., for farming use and so forth.

Are we talking about--

is that 20 percent of that total used or the actual use that Los Angeles
is using?
MR. FERRARO:
actual use.

•

It's my understanding that's 20 percent of the

I would suggest that you talk with the experts of our

department on that line.

But, as you know, we are nearly three million

people and 20 percent is 600,000 people which is a bigger area than
San Francisco or many cities in this state so it represents a substantial portion of our water supply.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. FERRARO:

Thank you, Mr. Ferraro.

Mr. Chairman, thank you and the members of the

Committee.
NOTE:

FILM IS PRESENTED AT THIS TIME.
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CHAIRMAN WATERS:
a very good movie.

Thank you again, Mr. Ferraro.

That was

Mr. Dick Angelos, State Department of Water Resources,

is he here?
MR. DICK ANGELOS:

My name is Dick Angelos with the

of Water Resources, and I'll be presenting Mr. Jack Coe's testimony
morning before your Committee.

s

I'm an engineer with the Department

the Southern District office in Los Angeles.

I appreciate the opportunity

to appear before your Committee this morning and present some information
primarily concerning the Department's activity in the Interagency Task
Force Report.

Your hearing announcement identified specific areas of

concern to your Committee involving causes of the high mortali

of

California gulls and the low brine shrimp population at Mono Lake this
year and the effects on Mono Lake as water diversions continue.

I am

sure you will receive testimony on these biological issues from others.
This morning the Department of Water Resources will discuss the
recommendations of the Interagency Task Force on Mono Lake.
In December 1978, at a meeting of involved agencies, a
force was created to develop a recommended plan to protect the
natural resources at Mono Lake that were threatened by declining
lake levels.

The lake level had dropped 43 feet since 1941, at the

time when diversions by the City of Los Angeles commenced.
The Task Force represented a wide spectrum of interests
in all four levels of government.

Members included the U.S. Bureau

of Land Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest
Service, the State Department of Fish and Game, the Department of
Water Resources, Mono County, and the City of Los Angeles.

The

Task Force was chaired by the State Department of Water Resources.
After three workshops and three public hearings held in
- 6 -

Lee Vining in Mono County, Palo Alto and Los Angeles, the Task Force
concluded there were significant environmental concerns.

About 25 percent

of the world's California gull population, representing 95 percent of
the California populations, nests on islands at Mono Lake.

The receding

lake levels have caused land bridges to be formed exposing the gulls to
predators.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

Did you say 95

percent of California's gull population nest in California ...

•

MR. ANGELOS:

That nest in California nest at Mono Lake.

They

don't all nest in California, but those that do 95 percent nest in the
Mono Lake area.
The lake is also one of the few stops for thousands of
migrating grebes and phalaropes.
As the lake becomes smaller, its salinity increases, which
may be a threat to the brine shrimp in the lake.

The shrimp, together

with brine flies, serve as the food for the birdlife.
Alkaline dust is created by wind action on the exposed alkaline
shoreline deposits.
To protect natural resources at Mono Lake, the Task Force
developed the following recommended plan (agreed to by all but the
City of Los Angeles):
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MR. ANGELOS:
1)

To all but the City ...

All but the City of Los Angeles.

Yes.

Immediate reduction of export of water from the Mono
Basin by the City of Los Angeles from an average 100,000
acre-feet per year to 15,000 acre-feet per year.

2)

State legislation would be introduced to protect the
City's water rights against loss through nonuse since,
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during drought periods, the City would be permitted to
export the maximum amount permitted under its right.
3)

Immediate erection of a predator-proof fence between
Negit Island, the major nesting area, and the mainland.
(This was accomplished through legislation in 1979 and
the fence was actually built in the spring of 1980.)

4)

Urban water conservation within Los Angeles of 15 percent,
based on predrought use, to be achieved in 1985.

In

1979, the City had already achieved nine percent of that
goal.

Nearly 40 percent of the additional six percent

needed would occur as a result of existing laws and
regulations without any effort by the City.
5)

Expanded waste water reclamation efforts in Los Angeles
amounting to 4,000 acre-feet from 1981 through 1983,
increasing to 17,000 acre-feet in 1984, and 44,000
acre-feet in 1987, if health concerns could be resolved.
In 1980, the City of Los Angeles and the Federal Environmental Protection Agency ended their seven-year dispute
over sewer sludge disposal in the ocean, paving the way
for construction of the City's Sepulveda Water Reclamation
Plant.

The plant is now under construction and scheduled

to be completed in 1984 with a capacity of about 44,000
acre-feet per year.
6)

The purchase by the City of up to 85,000 acre-feet a
year of replacement water from the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California until the conservation
and reclamation programs are fully implemented.

The

costs of this replacement would be shared equally by
- 8 -

the city, state, and federal governments for a five-year
period.

After that, the cost would be shared equally by

the city and the state for an additional two years.
7)

A five-year research program of the physical and biological
resources in Mono Basin would be conducted under the
leadership of the

u.s.

Bureau of Land Management and the

State Department of Fish and Game, with the costs of the
study being shared equally by the City, Mono County, the
state, and the United States.
The final report of the Task Force was completed in December
1979, and copies have been made available to your Committee.
In 1980, federal and state legislation was introduced
authorizing and funding the Task Force's recommended plan or portions
of it; however, no specific legislation was passed in that session.
This year, Senate Bill 83 authored by Senator Garamendi was passed and
signed by the Governor establishing the Mono Lake Tufa State Reserve
under the management of the Department of Parks and Recreatj on.

At the·

federal level, a bill, HR 4057 introduced by Congressman Shumway would
create a Mono Lake National Monument.
The Department of Water Resources supports the findings of
the Interagency Task Force and implementation of the recommended plan.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Committee
this morning.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you, Mr. Angelos.

Any questions the

Committee has at this time?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

Mr. Chairman, if I may get him to share

with us a little bit -- the Interagency Task Force met and then you gave
their recommendations and you said that the City of Los Angeles did not
- 9 -

concur in those recommendations.

How did that all come about?

was i t done by voting or just how.

In other words, in the latter

stages how were the recommendations
MR. ANGELOS:

I mean

how were they arrived at?

It was a lengthy process to gather information

from the -- that resulted from the various hearings and at the final
efforts of report preparation there was exchange of information at
various workshops that were settled between the committee members and
the final comments that were presented at the agency level and with
the Bureau of Land Management were completed and the City of Los
Angeles at that time expressing some concern that they had not had a
full opportunity to review and comment on all of the testimony that
had been received and presented in the form of the final draft report
prepared what you would consider a minority report and that was included
as part of our report signed by the members of the Task Force Committee
expressing several points that they thought were not completely addressed
in

Lhc '!'ask

Force

report~;

questions that were raised durinq the various

hvarinqs that were held at the three locations

I

had mentioned in my

testimony.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

I wonder if -- I'm sure this was discussed,

the fact that the right of ownership, the fact that I guess the City of
Los Angeles had purchased those rights and they in fact owned them so
I guess I think of the saying what's mine is mine and what's yours is
negotiable and things like that, but I wonder if that was brought into
the discussion also?
MR. ANGELOS:

Yes.

This was a very key factor.

It was

brought out during the testimony and discussed among the Task Force
members.

In the final report I tried to acknowledge that this was

something that would not be taken away from the City but it would
- 10 -

red~ction

be in a sense a voluntary

in export and yet there would

be required some form of legislation to protect those rights because
there would be times throughout the state water picture in a broad
sense when the exports from the Mono·Basin would be of very much
importance to the total water supply.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

But even there the City of Los Angeles

declined to support or agree with those recommendations even on a
voluntary approach.

•

Is that correct?

MR. ANGELOS:

That's my understanding.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Katz.

ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD KATZ:

Two questions.

One, would you just

for our benefit mention who was on the commission and what interests
they represented.
MR. ANGELOS:
of Land Management,

u.s.

Yes.

There were three federal agencies:

Fish and Wildlife Service, and

u.s.

Bureau

Forest

Service.
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
MR. ANGELOS:
were two state members:

That was the total commission?

No, that was the three federal members.

There

the Department of Water Resources and the

Department of Fish and Game.

And then Mono County was represented by

one of the supervisors and then Duane Georges from the Department of
Water and Power.
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Mono County was represented by the

supervisors?
MR. ANGELOS:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
MR. ANGELOS:

One representative for the supervisors?

Yes.
- 11 -

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

The other thing.

You just said --maybe I

misunderstood your response to Mr. Rogers, but you said the City of
Los ArF;eles didn't concur in any of the recommendations.

I thought

you had mentioned that certain of those recommendations they had
proceeded on their own and certain things like the reduction in use
of water had already occurred without the commission's ...
MR. ANGELOS:

Well I might explain that several of the

components of the recommended plan have been undertaken independently
on behalf of the City.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
not,

If

thank you very much, Mr. Angelos.
MR. ANGELOS:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
DR. JOHN MANN:
Mann.

Any more questions from the Committee?

Dr. John Mann.
Good morning, gentlemen.

I'm a consulting geologist and hydrologist.

My name is John
I'm here representing

the City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power.
familiar with the geographic location of the Mono Basin.

You are all
This sl

will show its position but also what I would like to talk about is to
expiain how water, fresh water gets into the lake other than the obvious
ways of the rain falling directly on the lake's surface or water running
off the Sierra Nevada directly on the surface.

I would like to tell

you a little bit about how the fresh water moves in the ground and gets
jnto the lake.
of the geology.

Now an important part of this is to understand a little
The Mono Basin lies on the east side of a very large

escarpment or fault.

The Sierra block is a block of very hard rock

that's been uplifted, but on the east side Mono Basin as well as Owens
Valley have been down dropped.

The importance of this is that on the

down dropped block the sediments and volcanic materials arc able to
- 12 -

accumulate, and because of this accumulation because some of these
materials have porous spaces and can hold and transmit water, this
becomes important and to understand something of the geologic history
of this area.

Mono Basin, especially in recent geologic time say in

the last 50,000 years or so we have a fairly good handle on it, Mono
Basin has been the scene of an accumulation of lake sediments, fine
clays and silts that were deposited in deep water along with some
glacial deposits and along with some materials derived from volcanic
eruptions.

All of these come together in the Mono Lake area.
The down dropped block on which Mono Lake and Mono Basin

is represented by this slide shows a series of faults.

There hasn't

really been enough deep drilling in there to know exactly where th<•
faults are, but we do know the basement rock, the hard rocks have been
dropped down and we probably have on the order of 1,000 feet of lake
sediments that have been deposited beneath Mono Lake.
In order to get a better handle on what is going on in the
sub-surface the Department of Water and Power, in the summer of 1980,
drilled a well on Lee Vining delta, very close to Lee Vining and not
too far from the shore of the lake.
by the log to a depth of 262 feet.

This well was drilled as shown
Now this tells us a great deal

about what has been going on in the Mono Basin in say the last 50,000
years.

We know that during the ice age there were multiple glaciations

in this area.

There was a glacial stage, a time when glaciers advanced

because the climate got cold and it got very wet and snow accumulated
and the first of these that we can recognize is called the Tahoe glacial
stage.

At that time the glaciers were very wide spread and Mono Basin

had a lake in it that was 800 feet higher than now.

We can still see

those shore lines etched up on the sides of the mountains.
- 13 -

It is

believed at that time, the time of the Tahoe glaciation the basin was
so full with water that it actually spilled into Adobe Valley which
is over on the east side of the drainage area.
This great amount of water following the Tahoe glaciation
then evaporated.

The lake got lower and lower, and as the lake lowered,

the deltas, the deposits mainly from the Sierra side, the west side the
sands and gravels were able to move down and follow the shore line of
the lake.

Then following this another glacial stage entered, the

Tioga stage.

And again the basin filled up to about the same level to

about elevation 7180, and it may have spilled also at that time.
Then following that glaciation, the lake continued to
evaporate until it got down to approximately its present level.
Now in the drilling of the Lee Vining test hole we can see
the lake beds, the lower of the two upper lake beds in the upper part
of the section there, those are related to the Tahoe stage of glaciation,
and then when that lake dried, then the delta deposits moved down.

The

lake again increased in size producing the upper lake beds and then
finally the top delta deposits represent those of the last approximately
12,500 years.
The system of water getting into Mono Lake is really very
simple.

It's a closed basin now.

It hasn't spilled since the time

that the lake was 800 feet higher than at present.

Any water that

gets in the ground moves toward the lake from all directions.

The

main movement, the main volume of water comes from the very high
rainfall area of the Sierras.

To the east there is a small amount

of water, but there isn't much rain out there and so there isn't
much water to flow into the lake.
Now as to the mechanism for explaining the clay layer
- 14 -

which is the so-called Wilson Creek formation.

Now within that Wilson

Creek formation, at the time the Tioga Lake existed, there are deposits
of volcanic ash from the Mono craters.
same way as Mount Helene's did.

Mono craters erupted much the

It's a very explosive type of eruption

and when the particles are blown into the air, these particles settle
in the lake, settle to the bottom and formed distinctive layers of
volcanic ash ranging in thickness from the thickness of a piece of
paper to as much as four inches.

There are 18 separate explosions of

the Mono craters represented within the Wilson Creek formation which
is that clay layer shown on here.
let water get

~nto

The clay layer is tight.

It doesn't

it so any water that is applied on the top just

flows along the top of this clay layer within the gravels and exists as
spring flow to the lake.

Now the deeper zone we can see on this slide

the shallow water table over the Wilson Creek formation but the earlier
delta deposits go down toward the lake and may pinch out.

They become

thin and there is basically no way for that water to escape until
faulting occurs.
The Mono Lake area is an area of very active faulting.

A

lot of volcanic activity, the lava has probably come up along these
faults which are oriented mainly in a Northwest-Southeast direction.

•

What we can see on the next slide -- the mechanism for the
production of the tufa pinnacles

artesian pressure is built in what

I call the Tahoe-Tioga interglacial aquifer.

The artesian water,

water now under pressure moves down toward the lake and except for
an artificially produced exit
would tend to stay in there.

resulting from the faulting the water
But as faulting occurs and breaks through

this caping layer, the Wilson Creek formation, the water moves up the
fracture, reacts chemically with the water in the lake and deposits
- 15 -

this calcium carbonate, a kind of a limestone, and the tufa pinnacle
is gradually built up beneath the surface of the lake.
arc all

fJroduced under water.

kind of volume above.

Those pinnacles

There is no mechanism for producing this

As the lake falls then the tufa pinnacles are

exposed.
Now another mechanism for fresh water getting to the lake is
represented by the very straight stretch of Highway 395, just Northwest
of Lee Vining.

There's a very steep escarpment there.

There are very

hard rocks represented in there and they are highly fractured.
and small streams flowing will seep into the fractures.

Rainfall

The water will

go down to just a bit above lake level and then move out and the whole
series of springs just below the highway in that area.
This will probably give you a preliminary idea of the
mechanisms by which fresh water gets into the lake and the Department
now is engaged in an inventory of springs around the complete periphery.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

A question from Mr. Rogers.

The tufa principle -- the faulting

what allows the water to move up -- yet you talk about pinnacle formations
along a fault that is in line, a fault scarp, you'd think they'd have a
ridge of tufas rather than just an isolated one.
DR. MANN:

Well I would think that since ln detail the fracture

through this approximately 20 foot clay bed is probably not the same
thickness.

I think the water will tend to seep out in the place that is

weakest and tend to enlarge it rather than tending to go on the whole
length.
ASSEMBLY~~N

ROGERS:

I see.

Thank you.

I guess one of the

questions, Mr. Chairman, from a geological standpoint, real
- 16 -

the answer

is I guess as to the maintaining of the level of the lake it depends
on rainfall.
DR. MANN:

Yes, sir.

Geology supplied rocks, but only

rainfall supplies water.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

The use of the water -- you take out

more water than you're putting in -- obviously that has control over
the level of the lake as well, not just rainfall.
of the water.

It's a matter of use

So you can't just talk about the rain.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
DR. KEN LAJOIE:

Thank you very much.

Dr. Ken Lajoie.

Thank you very much for providing the

opportunity for me to present some testimony to you on this important
matter.

My name is Kenneth R. Lajoie.

I'm a professional geologist.

I've done geological research in Mono Basin since 1964 and I did my
Ph.D. dissertation in Mono Basin on the fluctuation of Mono Lake
focusing on the period of time between about 40,000 years ago to about
10,000 years ago.

Dr. Mann gave briefly the background of Mono Basin

so I won't dwell on that, but I might stress that not one of the
questions about when the next glaciation will come and we can

more

water will enter the lake because of that but we would all be happy to
hear that.

That actually is an extremely important question in terms

of Mono Basin because Mono has provided or is one of the unique outdoor
laboratories in the world for providing information on climatic fluctuation.

As the lake fluctuates we assume that the climate is the driving

force.
Right now it's a matter of maybe 1,000 to 2,000 years before
we start entering the next glaciation so we're not going to be saved
by that.

Shorter term climatic fluctuations might help out.
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As Dr. Mann mentioned, the Mono Basin is a closed tectonic
depression bounded mainly on the West by a fault and as it has dropped
the lake is partially filled up with sediments, there is not enough
precipitation either on the basin floor itself or the Sierra Nevada
to provide enough water on the present conditions to fill the lake.
However, during Pleistocene Times, the time during the last glacial
maximum, the lake was high, as much as BOO feet higher than it is
today.

But significantly it was only 800 feet higher during three very

brief periods of time during the major glaciation.

And this was a

surprising result in my studies that even during very extreme climatic
conditions, Mono Lake was never a major lake for great periods of time,
only for short period of time.

In effect it was only 400 feet higher

during most of the glacial period and 800 feet deeper only during
brief periods of time.

The last which was about 12 or 13,000 years ago.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Mr. Katz has a question.
Since you're talking in spans of 30,000

years when you say short periods of time and long periods of time ...
DR. LAJOIE:

Two to three thousand years.

It would be at this

very high level and for extended periods of time of 10,000 -- say five
to ten

it would have been at an intermediate level.

And significantly

during the period of time during the glacial maximum when the glaciers
were at the maximum extent last time, it was at an intermediary level.
It did not overflow at that time.

It may have overflowed after the

glacier started to retreat.
On the island in the lake -- well first of all Mono Basin
is an extremely unique geologic environment.

Volcanos erupted in

the lake.

In the last thousand years or so erupted on the short of

the lake;

13,000 years ago and as the lake dropped it exposed that
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volcano;

but most significantly the main island in the lake, Paoha

Island, when that volcanic eruption occurred it brought up a tremendous
amount of sediment on the lake floor so we're able to read a lot of
the history of Mono Lake, the fluctuations in those sediments and in
sediments exposed around the shores of the lake.
The lack of salt beds in any of those sediments indicates
the lake has not dried up;
million to

~hree-quarters

it has never dried up.

Probably in a half

million years and probably not as much as a

millions years ago which indicates to us that the lake is, as it exists
today, is one of the oldest standing bodies of water in North America,
and it's very significant in that regard.
Okay, that is all ancient history in regards to the research
interest of the present and from a geologic context what sort of studies
could we do from a geologic standpoint that would help us understand
this situation in the lake.

One, of course, is a detailed study of the

organisms in the ancient sediments that would tell us something about
the lake history; the chemistry of the lake -- we can read the chemistry
in some of these older higher lakes, compare it with the conditions
that we see in the lake today by studying the recent organisms and
specifically I'm talking about the diatoms, the single celled algae
that are abundant in the lake today and ostracods, it's a very small
arthroped type organism.

There are no fish fossils in any of the

sediments in Mono Basin.

This basin seems to never have supported

the fish population in the last million years or so even when the lake
was very deep and very fresh.
In terms of immediate geologic study, Dr. Mann highlighted
the need for geologic data on aquifers.
extremely important.

I would only reiterate that's

The water budget of Mono Basin is very poot-1 y
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known.

We can get better ideas about the water budget, how much water

goes in, how much evaporates and then how much can be taken from the
basin without harming the eco-system only if we can understand the
plumbing.

Basically we do not understand the plumbing.

It's very easy

to draw a diagram and say this is where the water comes in.
know the quantities or we don't know the sources.
the water

dive~sion

We don't

To give you an example,

from Lee Vining Creek takes place higher in the basin

than the lake reached so we might say that all they're losing by diverting
water at that point is the surface run-off.

That's probably not the case

because as the stream flowed out across these gravels and other sediments
to the lake it was recharged from the ground water that was feeding its
springs in that area.

So by diverting the streams high in the mountains

we're not only losing the surface run-off we're probably losing a
significant amount of sub-surface run-off, the ground water and it's
probably the ground water contribution to the lake that is most poorly
understood today.
The other very critical factor that's needed in the water
budget are evaporation data.

We just have no clear understanding of

what effects wind, temperature, and salinity of the lake have on
evaporation.

That's very significant in fact in any water budget.

But I would like to caution
realms that should be studied and others.

these are the basic geologic
I'd like to caution, however,

that this is a system that could probably be studied to death.

We can

all -- as a scientist I support any future study of this basin, I'll
continue my studies of the basin, cooperation with other people, but
I would hope in our studies as we all stand back and try to analyze
our data in ten years or three years, whatever, that we're not looking
at a disaster.

So in that regard as studies go on specifically to
-
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ascertain the ecological environmental aspects of the basin I think
something should be done in the short term to make sure that the
situation doesn't get worse.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Thank you.
Thank you, doctor.

Question from Mr. Katz.

Just to cover again.

What you were saying

in the 30 to 40,000 years the period that you had studied that highs and
lows in the lake are not uncommon and that was long before Los Angeles
or anywhere else was taking or diverting water .

•

DR. LAJOIE:

That's right.

If fluctuated very drastically.

One of the things from all of our studies is that the lake never seems
to have been lower than it is today.
ASSEMBLYHAN KATZ:
DR. LAJOIE:

That is one of the things that --

But it has been as low.

For very brief periods of time in the last

10,000 -- the next speaker will address himself to that problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

But it has been as low before for brief

periods of time.
DR. LAJOIE:

Just very brief.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

And when you're talking about brief periods

of time you're talking ...
DR. LAJOIE:

Only centuries in that regard.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Centuries, but we talk days and weeks but

when you're talking about centuries ...
DR. LAJOIE:

Geologically, that's an instant in time.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
it.

That's why I appreciate your mentioning

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you, doctor.

MR. SCOTT STINE:

My name is Scott Stine.

Mr. Scott Stine.
I'm a lecturer

and Ph.D. candidate in the Georgraphy Department of the University of
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California Berkeley.

For the past three years I've been tracing the

late Pleistocene and Holocene surface fluctuations of Mono Lake, that
is the surface fluctuations that occurred during roughly the last
14,000 or so years.

I believe a discussion of these fluctuations might

provide a useful context in which to view the ecological questions that
I guess are going to be addressed by the subsequent speakers,

larly

in light of what Ken Lajoie just said about these fluctuations.

Mono

Lake having been perhaps as low for short periods of time as he said or
perhaps even lower than it is today;

and there are things we have to

clear up there particularly as to salinity of the lake is concerned
because after all it is the salinity of the lake which has at least
been suspected of causing the drop in brine shrimp numbers.

Perhaps

that's the case, perhaps it isn't, but in any case ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Rogers has a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

The movie we just saw specifically

said that that had no measurable affect on the brine shrimp.
y()11'n· :;<1y1nq
MR.

the music.

is you disaqn·e with what
S'l'INE:

WclH

Now what

shown on the' film.

I disagree with many things in the movie including

We don't have the data, we don't know precisely what was

going on in the lake for the movie to state that one factor or another
was or was not the cause is, I think, erroneous.
going on at this point.

We don't know what's

It very well may have been salinity.

Just a couple of words on salinity of the lake.
has bcc:n 1n existence for perhaps a million years or more.

Mono Lake

l\s Ken

pointed out -- Ken Lajoie that is -- pointed out it's perhaps one o
the oldest lakes in North America.

It's probably actually the second

oldest lake in North America only second behind Lake Tahoe which has
been in existence for a long time.
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Throughout this period of time salts have been accumulating
in the lake at a very, very slow rate.

Minute amounts of salt being

added by the stream flow from the Sierra Nevada every year.

Because

Mono Lake has no outlet or has overflown only very seldom during the
last million years, the salts have accumulated -- the salts have built
up.
When the lake level is at a high elevation as it was 13,000
years ago or so these salts were so diluted that the human tongue would
hardly detect their presence.

At lower lake levels, however, the salts

concentrate into a bitter brine that is similar to what we see today.
Today Mono Lake has a surface elevation of 6,372 feet and a
salinity of approximately 100,000 parts per million roughly three times
that of sea water.

The question, the main question that I wish to

address is has the present day salinity of Mono Lake been matched or
exceeded in the historic or prehistoric past;

and to rephrase this

question in a way it addressed the present ecological concerns of the
Committee.

Has the biota of Mono Lake ever been subjected to salinities

equal to higher than those which exist today.
I have a transparency here -- I have a loud voice so I won't
rely on the microphone.

Maybe I could point some things out here.

We're

looking at a graph of the lake level fluctuations that have occurred at
Mono Lake during roughly the last 8,000 years -- you see the thousands
of years BP on the bottom of the graph there and surface fluctuations
of Mono Lake in feet on the left of the graph.

Eight thousand years or

so ago the lake was declining from a very, very high level, 13,000 or
so years ago, it came down to about 6,515 feet 8,000 years ago and then
took a dive -- you can see that big dive there going below the dash
line to the bottom of the graph.

That dash line represents today's
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lake level elevation.
You can see for a period of time, perhaps a 1,000 years or
so, Mono Lake stood below the present day level of the lake.

This was

because of the warm dry climate we refer to as the altithermal roughly
6,000, 5,000 years ago.

The climate cooled roughly 5,000 years ago

and the lake started to rise again.

By 2,000 years it had reached a

peak at about 6,480 feet and then it started to fluctuate quite widely
as it dropped.

It came down again roughly 900 years ago to approximately

the lake level of today and stood there for about 75 years or so as near
as I can determine from radiocarbon data.

We then had a big upswing

in the level of the lake, very, very sharp and steep as you can see
that I have marked with an arrow, followed by a slight decline and then
a rise to about 300 years ago a slight decline and in the last peak you
see on the curve there is the historic high stand of the lake in 1919
followed by a tapering off down to again the present oay level.
At first glance it would appear from this graph as if Mono
Lake has been as saline or perhaps more saline at times in the past than
jt has today.
This isn't the case, however.

But looking back to 6,000,

5,000 years ago and again to 900 years ago we find that the islands
were not in Mono Lake.

That these islands, Paoha and Negit Islands

are volcanic islands that came into the lake very suddenly without a
good fix now on when they came in.
These islands are big;

It's approximately 800 years ago.

as I said, they displace about 365,000 acre-

feet of water then the lake is at an elevation of 6,365 feet as it was
during the altithermal.

Now what we have to do here is picture it in

our own minds what happens to the lake during the altithermal if we
were to take these islands which are fair sized and plop them into the
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lake.

What happens is that the lake level comes way up;

higher than we find it today to approximately 6,378 feet.

it comes up
In other

words, what we're seeing at Mono Lake today has not been seen in the
past.

Despite the fact the lake level was lower several times during

the last 10,000 years, it has never been as saline;
contained less water than it does today.

it has never

And I would ask the Committee

to take this into consideration when we start listening to the testimony

•

of the biologists on what is happening from the ecological point of
view.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

One question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Rogers.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

You say some 900 years ago the lake level

was much lower than it is today.
MR. STINE:

Is that correct?

Nine hundred years ago the level of the lake

was where it is today.

The dash line on there represents the level

of today.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MR. STINE:

Oh, I see. Okay.

The lake declined to the level of today.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
present day level.

I see.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Okay, so the dash line is the

That answers my question.

Mr. Katz.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

A peak in there which I guess was in 1919,

when you said towards the top edge of the chart coming back where you
have a peak.

That was a peak that includes the islands in there as

well then?
MR. STINE:

That does, right, yes.

does not include the islands.

The low that we see there

The high does include the islands.
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CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Melvin Blevins.

MR. MELVIN L. BLEVINS:

I'm Mel Blevins with Los Angeles

Water and Power Hydrologic Engineer involved in ground water and other
hydrologic studies for the past 25 years.

I've been working in the

Owens Valley in the Mono Basin areas and probably for the past 15 years
in the Mono Basin, and some of the comments that Dr. Lajoie made and
Scott Stine I'd like to comment on those as I go along.

They have

worked on the geology and some of the water surface elevation.

Some

of the work I have done deals with that same subject, but also gets
to the water supply of the area.
Briefly, I'd like to describe the area a little bit first.
Let me show a few charts here.

To get a geographic location of the

area the lake level you see is at an elevation of 6,373 which is
1980/81 conditions.
to the lake.

The arrows reflect the direction of surface flow

The geographic area is such that we're talking about an

area of some 750 square miles.
.tlld

<~bout

h~dl

1~:>

valley

rtoor.

About half is hill and mountain area
1\uouL

60 percent

of

LlH~

WdL<·r·

ldllin<J

on the area falls within the hill and mountain area and the remainder
on the valley and the lake.

Some of the major streams are Wilson and

Mill Creek, coming from North to South, Lee Vining, Walker, Parker,
and Rush Creek.

Grant Lake Reservoir is kind of shown on the bottom

of the chart here and it's the collecting line for Los Angeles' diversion
facilities.

The red arrow that leads off to the bottom of the graph

shows the tunnel, the 11 mile tunnel, from which Los Angeles diverts
water from the area and exports it out of the area.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

There's also a ...

Mr. Rogers.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

To get something clear -- then the

withdrawal of water by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
-
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only affects the area

it does not affect any of the inflow of all of

the blue arrows North of that red 11ne, is that right?
MR. BLEVINS:

That would be generally correct.

Most of the

runoff is from the western side of the basin, but there's some 170,000
acre-feet of runoff and Los Angeles diverts from about four streams on
the western side of the basin and all of the rest of the water as
precipitation occurs flows in the direction of the lake either to
surface or to. ground water flow.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

Could you break that down in a percent

in other words, what percent of the inflow occurs -- is drawn off by
Los Angeles vs. the total amount of inflow?
MR. BLEVINS:

The total water falling on the area -- the total

water shed is something like 500,000 acre-feet of water.
the form of precipitation.

This is in

As I mentioned before about 60 percent of

that falls within the hill and mountain area and the remaining 40 percent
falls in the valley fill and on the lake.

Los Angeles, from 1978 to

1980, has exported on the average around 100,000 acre-feet of water.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MR. BLEVINS:

That's about 20 percent.

About 20 percent if you take into account the

total water crop, the total water available to the area.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MR. BLEVINS:
30,000;

Thank you.

The lake precipitation at present is around

into the future it'd be maybe 20,000 right on the lake itself.
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

So it's less than the 20 percent actually

if you eliminate it -- you just address what part Los Angeles draws
from the streams and you exclude from that the number of water that the
precipitation above that and also the precipitation on the lake itself.
MR. BLEVINS:

Let me just point out -- our diversions occur
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from this rod line here, are delination of our diversion facilities;
and the streams that we divert are. these four streams, Lee Vining,
Walker, Parker, and Rush Creek.

All of the rest is either used for

irrigation like over in this area to the Northeast to Northwest -- all
remainder surface and ground water flows towards the lake.

When we

talk about flow to the lake contributions of flow, the surface and
underflow occurs from these other sides as well.

The major portion,

however, occurs on this side, but your point is well taken.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Well I think you should indicate to the

Committee there are no major streams on the east side of the lake.

Is

that not correct?
MR. BLEVINS:

Yes, and when we talk about major flows

probably 75 percent of the runoff occurs from the western side.
Creek is a very large flow;

Mill

on the North, Wilson Creek, and the

the DeChambeau and there's a few other streams that flow from the
North.
On the eastern side the only time you see any appreciable
surface flow is in terms of when we have heavy rainfall;

but there

is ground water and there are surface flows occurring from those sides,
but it wouldn't be major in quantity.

I'd like to paint a picture of

the total physical features, then the lake at present is a little
ovc'r two million acre-feet in storaqe and we have a depth of maybe

100 to 120 feet.

The evaporation from the lake is approximately 39

inches per year.

I wasn't sure what Ken Lajoie was talking about

exactly, but Los Angeles has water pan evaporation type data, floating
pan data on the lake for over 10 years.

That data, you know, very

clearly supports that with a good measurement you can nail down what
evaporation does occur from those data.
·- 28-

Many researchers and

hydrologists working on the lake estimate that it's around 39 to 42
inches.

It's my opinion it's around 39 inches.

So we do have some

information on that.
As we look at the water balance of the area, that's something
I would like to refer to, and I'll just go through a few charts here.
This is a water balance that we used in studying the lake for the period
1940 to '76.

We took 1940 because that was a time after Los Angeles

began diverting its water so we could have consistent inflows and
outflows of the basin.

So we look at the valley floor area which 1s

delineated by the yellow that represents around 157,000 acre-feet of
water falling on the area.

When you talk about that in percentage

that represents about 30 percent of the supply.

Again the lake

precipitation presently is around 33,000, which is about 10 percent;
lake evaporation at 39 inches a year, around 160,000 acre-feet.

The

vegetation on the valley floor, the irrigated rounds and so on, some
184,000 acre-feet of water.

ET refers to evapo-transportation or

just the water consumed by plants and water;

and again the hill and

mountain runoff from all sources is around 167,000.
we have is around 143,000;

The major flow

some 85 percent of all the runoff that

occurs is measured by Los Angeles and has been since about 1930 -between 1930 and 1932 and so the remainder of the hill and mountain
runoff as you would relate to the unmeasured quantities is somewhere
around 24,000 acre-feet.

So that's the balance and during that time

the lake changed in storage some 52,000 acre-feet.

There was a

decline in storage.
As we look at the balance from about 1970 on, and looking
into the future of Los Angeles' export, considering Los Angeles' export
of 100,000 acre-feet, we see the balance once again of the hydrologic
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system in that the change in storage into the future would be somewhere,
would be considered zero change in storage and it would, of course,
fluctuate up and down depending on wet and dry years.

Some 68,000

acre-feet evaporation would occur, again the valley floor consumptive
use:

vegetation, irrigation, plants of that type 192,000; the export,

100,000; the hill and mountain runoff, 167,000 and precipitation on
the valley floor went from 157 to 174 and all that's saying is that
you have more area that's not lake that would be the valley fill area.
So this is the balance.
The next thing I'd like to show is just a computer model.
I'm sure they're others that are working in the area that have
developed computer models of one type or another that map model for
the lake and we have also the green area represents the major data
beginning with Russell's work in 1883, some 6,410 elevation, all the
way to 6,427.

I believe the elevation was and historically down to

present, somewhere about 6,373.
As you look into the future the blue line represents the
gradual water level change over many years, some 80 to 100 years,
iltHi

eV(~ntual]

y as a result of exporting 100,000 ucre- feet plus other

uses withiri the basin and other things are are happening the elevation
would eventually reach the elevation of 6,330.

This would relate to

a late storage os some 793,000 acre-feet, a surface area of around
38 square miles and I've talked about the volume already.

I don't

remember what the depth would be, but on that model reflect that.
As you look at the green -- this reflects lake levels and
some of the black names on there are not really readable from your
distance

all I want to do is comment on the lake levels primarily

and then refer to our spring survey that we are doing on an ongoing
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basis.

As I would view it, prior to Los Angeles' diverting water in

a kind of stabilized condition the elevation would be at an elevation
of 6,395.

We confirm this by both historic data and also by a computer

map model of the lake looking at more extensive data, so the elevation
would be 6,395, or about 75 square miles.

Presently, it's around 60

square miles and the elevation is 6,373.
The purple line represents the final stabilized level 80 to
100 years into the future you would see an elevation of around 6,330,
and I've already given you dimensions of the lake.
Currently, we're doing a great deal of work in regard to
understanding the spring flow.

Dr. Lajoie referred to-- there's not

much known about the underground contribution to the lake.
that's true;

Part of

part of it is that we've been measuring spring data,

spring flow data since about the 1930's but more and more is being
done.

In the last two years, we've done quite a bit in this particular

area.
Scott Stine also referred to some lake levels and they got
into the thousands of years and so on.

I have one final chart here.

The blue line represents the elevation of the lake around 1857 or
1856 and this is no big deal except there has been some controversy
or confusion as to what the lake levels were in earlier years, and even
Los Angeles had some confusion on this part because we hadn't looked
at it.

But basically the elevation of the lake was around 6,407 and

this is the work of Ron Schmidt who had done these early surveys
and these little yellow triangles represent the actual survey points,
and all that's saying is that the elevation as early as we know it
was somewhere around 6,407, apart from geologic time.
My concluding remarks would be to say that a lot of work
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is being done, has been done on the water balance, the surface
hydrology, and the ground water hydrology of the area.
to do that.

We're continuing

I think a lot more is needed, but I think we do -- are

beginning to have a handle on what are the inflows and the outflows of
the lake so we can predict what the future level will be, how much
time it will take to get there, and what would be the stabilized level.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you, Mr. Blevins.

You have a question?

l'1r. Rogers has a question.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

From your slide there you think that the

level of the lake will stabilize around 6,330.
MR. BLEVINS:

Is that correct?

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

At that level, in your opinion, what

is that going to do to the brine shrimp

and the sea gulls.

If it

stabilizes at that level regarding salinity on the brine shrimp and
Uw

nestinc; of the gulls'?
I<1R. BLEVINS:

I'-1r. Rogers, you have a number of people here

that are more knowtedgeable on that.

Could I -- and we'll have

biologists come up and some ornitholgists.

I'll refer that to them

if you don't mind.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
CHAIR!J!AN

~~ATERS:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Pete Vorster.

Pete's a hydrologist with Bill Williams and Associates.
MR. PETER VORSTER:

My name is Peter Vorster, and I am a

consulting hydrologist in San Francisco.

I was also the principal

researcher on the California Water Atlas, and I had the pleasure of
working with Duane Jorgenson and John Mann on that project.
I'd like to clarify a few of the things that Mel Blevins
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said about the water balance for your understanding.

The balance

between the water that flows into Mono Lake from surface runoffs,
ground water, and precipitation on the surface of the lake, and the
outflow of water by evaporation from the lake, LAWP stream diversions
and in-basin consumptive uses determine the level of the lake and
therefore the volume of water in the lake.

•

Now the knowledge of this

water balance is a very necessary foundation for the understanding
of the Mono Lake eco-system because it could help predict future volumes
and therefore salinities of Mono Lake;

so the results of any water

balances are important for future predictions of the eco-system.
Now according to a water balance model that I've been
working on for the past two years, a computerized water balance model,
the 45 foot vertical drop that the lake has experienced since 1941,
since diversions had begun, nearly the entire drop is due to extreme
diversions by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power.

Less

than six inches of that drop would be attributable to the in-basin
consumption uses, mainly by private irrigation of private lands in
the .Hono Basin.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Pardon me.

A number of the speakers

have mentioned the in-basin consumption use, and I didn't realize

I

there was that much irrigation in that particular area.
MR. VORSTER:

There really isn't that much.

should get into perspective.

I think we

There's about 1,000 acreas of private

land that are irrigated and the consumptive use is about 2,000 acrefeet per year.

Now that is compared to the average of 100,000 acre-

feet of diversion that LAWP does.

LAWP also irrigates some of their

land that they own in the basin, approximately about 2,000 acres of
land there so the total in-basin consumptive use is about five percent

-
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of the total export of water by LAWP, a very, very small fraction of
.the consumptive use by Los Angeles.

So if the department continues

to divert, like they have in the past 10 years, they will be diverting
approximately 80 percent of the surface inflow to Mono Lake,
only one major tributary, Mill Creek, to flow into the lake and a few
unmeasured streams to flow into it.
This diversion of nearly 80 percent of the surface inflow will
cause the lake to drop at least another 50 feet in the next 100 years
reducing its volume by l/3 from its current level and reducing its
surface area by l/2 and substantially increasing the slanting.
Now I believe Mel Blevins said the lake would drop about
another 40 feet.

I

think it really depends on what parameters you

use for projection in the future.
Just in the next 10 years the lake will drop -- could drop
easily another 15 feet connecting the Paoha Island, the large island
that's now in the lake, to the mainland and increasing the salini
by over 20 percent.

Also if the diversions by Los Angeles had not occurred
according to the water balance model I developed, the lake level
would be anywhere from between 6,410 and 6,417 above sea level.

In

other words, nearly the same level it was in 1941, and Mel mentioned
a lake elevation of 6,395.

Now again we used slightly different

data and there's not enough known about certain of the parameters
in the water balance to say what exactly the level of the lake would
be today had Los Angeles not diverted and what exactly the lake
level would be in the future.

So it's important to realize these

projections are based upon the best available information much of
it collected by LAWP.

Unfortunately, knowledge of the foremost
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important parameters in the water balance, evaporation from the lake,
ground water inflow, undiverted runoff, and precipitation on the surface
of the lake is not very well known.

There's some very imprecise estimates

that are being made.
Mel mentioned evaporation measurement of 39 inches per year
from the lake based upon some floating pan measurements.
pan measurements had a lot of inaccuracies in them.
themselves in their data admit to a lot of problems;

Thdse floating

Los Angel€s
and also evaporation

pan data is not a very precise method of measuring evaporation from the
lake.

TherP's a lot of problems, and I can refer you to an article, I'll

submit it for the record, that speaks of the imprecision of the evaporation pan data.
And the other thing to realize is that all the water balances
up to now, including the one I worked on and the one Los Angeles has
worked on, Department of Water Resources have made their projections on
the expected average condition in the future.

And I think you all are

aware of the fact that average conditions don't mean too much in
California.

The very variety of climate would cause the lake to

fluctuate up and down over the years in the future and it is very
important to know in the short term how the lake would fluctuate in
response to the wet and dry periods that we will for sure have.

And up

till now none of the water balance models have used a projection of
wet and dry conditions in the future.
We've gained enough understanding of the water balance to be
able to say that there's -- I feel, enough water to meet both Los
Angeles' needs and to be able to maintain the level of Mono Lake in
the future especially in the next three years while research program
is being conducted.

I feel that Los Angeles could still divert
-
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approximately 50,000 acre-feet of water from the streams and release
the rest into the lake which would stabilize the lake at the current
elevation, and it could make up the difference with a number of easily
available supplies.

For example, Los Angeles could draw upon a fraction

of the 120,000 acre-feet of surplus ground water that they have stored
in the San Fernando Basin.

A supply that gives them 20 percent of

their water supply.
One other thing I would like to mention.

The Mono Basin

diversion supply, on the average, about 15 to 17 percent of Los Angeles'
water supply.

It varies.

as low as 10 percent.

Some years as high as 20 percent, other years

They could also draw upon a small additional amount

of their mostly unused but paid for entitlement to Metropolitan Water
District water, especially while MWD will have over two million acre-feet
of surplus entitlement in the next three years.

This is surplus

entitlement from the Colorado River and from the State Water Project.
And modern improvements in the management of the water supply system
would allow even more water to flow into the lake.

For example, in

the event of a wet year, if we have a repeat of the wet year this year
that we had in 1980, they could let up to an additional 50,000 acre-feet
into the lake over and above what they would normally have to let into
the lake because the capacity of their aqueduct system would not be
able to handle all of the wet runoff.

They could do this by just

capturing some of the water they allow to flow into the dried up Owens
Lake bed in 1980, for example, and some of the Los Angeles River water
they allowed to flow into the Pacific Ocean and using that water to
recharge for ground water basin.
·Mono Lake can be maintained at its current level without Los
Angeles even having to resort in any conservation measures.
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None of

these things I've talked about involve any kind of conservation in Los
Angeles.

Although a modest five percent conservation effort will allow

an additional 30,000 acre-feet to flow into Mono Lake and raise the
lake almost another foot.
Now I hope the research can be conducted by an agency that
would provide information that it collects to all researchers, to
hydrologists, geologists, limnologists, ecologists, whoever is doing
research on the lake.
important.

I think access to this information is very

Unfortunately, because of litigation, there has not been

the exchange of information just in the water balance -- I know Mel
and I have talked about how we would like to be able to exchange more
information, but because of litigation we are prevented from sharing
some of this information.

I know both of us would like to have -- to

see more research done in the water balance, and I think he would agree
that there's more information needed on the ground water inflow and
I think on the evaporation from Mono Lake.
I think the Committee should realize that Los Angeles is a
single purpose agency.

Their sole mission is to supply water to Los

Angeles, and they've done a very, very good job at that in the past
80 years.

•

Unfortunately, they have not taken into regard the

environment of both the Owens Valley and the Mono Basin and hopefully
in the future both considerations can be brought into their water
gathering activities.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
you very much.

Any questions from the Committee?

Thank

Ms. Pat Perkins from Fish and Game.

MS. PAT PERKINS:
my name is Pat Perkins.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

you today and to present testimony on behalf of the Department of Fish
-
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and Game.

Director Fullerton was unable to appear today due to another

commitment.

I have prepared written testimony covering the brief

s

of the problems at Mono Lake and a discussion of the questions posed
by this Committee.

I would like to summarize my written testimony

specifically addressing the Committee's concerns regarding gull
mortality, low brine shrimp population and the effects of continued
water diversions.

Allow me to preface my remarks by reminding the

Committee that the nesting population of the California gulls at Mono
Lake supports more than 90 percent of the California's breeding population
of this species.

That this population is from 15 to 20 percent of the

world-wide population.
Regarding the gull chick mortality, we attribute the high
gull chick mortality this year at Mono Lake primarily to unusual hot
weather and reduced food supply of brine shrimp.

During the nesting

season, brine shrimp densities were down approximately 90 percent of
normal through late June, a period during which brine shrimp comprise
a critical food source for the nesting gulls and their chicks.

When

food supplies dwindle, and an animal's vigor is reduced, they become
more susceptible to other decimating factors such as heat stress,
papagins predations.

In addition, unusually hot weather ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

Excuse me a minute.

Did you say the

brine shrimp is down 90 percent?
MS. PERKINS:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MS. PERKINS:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MS. PERKINS:

Over normal?

Did she say why, Mr. Chairman?

No, I did not say why.

We do not know why.

In

addition to a low brine shrimp population, the heat stresses the young
-
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birds.

The combined effect of the lowered food supply and the stress

imposed by the hot weather probably cause the low survival rate of the
gull chicks this year.
The Department is not in a position to speculate on the cause
of the low brine shrimp population.

However, the testimony of other

researchers presented today should address this issue.
Effects of diversion is mentioned in your letter.

With

regard to the effects of receding lake level caused by ongoing water

•

diversions, the Mono Lake Task Force numerated these concerns:
degradation of air quality;

(2) threats to gull nesting;

(1)

(3) disruption

or loss of a major bird migration, nesting or resting area and wildlife
resources;

(4) increased salinity and the effect on brine shrimp, brine

flies from brine fly larvae;

(5) adverse effects on scenic values;

{6) decline in ground water levels;
vegetation;
levels;

(7) adverse impact on surrounding

(8) land subsidence as a result of declining ground water

(9) loss of recreation tourism.
The Task Force report which was endorsed by the Department of

Fish and Game recommended a research program to address these items.
The report suggested that with proper state and federal funding, the
Bureau of Land Management and the Department of Fish and Game lead
the needed research programs.

It was suggested that the Bureau take

the lead for physical aspects such as air quality, aesthetics, impacts
on ground water and recreation.

The Department should lead research in

biological areas such as the effects of increasing salinity and disruption
or loss of a major migration bird area.
In conclusion we know that as the lake recedes more lake bottom
is exposed.

This in turn contributes to fugitive dust problem in the

Mono Basin.

We know also as the lake drops the salinity of the remaining
-
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water increases.

We strongly suggest that the large nesting population

of California gulls and the other migrant birds, such as Wilson 1 s
phalaropes, Northern phalogropes, and Eared grebes will eventually find
the lake unable to sustain their needs if satisfactory nest

sites,

food supplies and fresh water are not available.
Rather than speculate further about the effect of
salinity and the other concerns associated with a lowering lake level,
the Department of Fish and Game strongly advises further research to
determine what is needed to maintain the biological integrity of Mono
Lake.

Due to obvious public interest in this issue, the Department

supports the appropriation of general fund monies to accomplish this
research.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN JIM CRAMER:

Did you want to be involved in the

study of the air quality also in that particular region?
MS. PERKINS:
of Land Management.

That would have been assigned to the Bureau

That was the recommendation made by the Task Force.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I have a question.

Is your Department do

any studies currently on that?
MS. PERKINS:

As part of the money that was appropr

from

your bill we not only constructed the fence but we contracted for two
years with Mr. David Winkler to observe the effectiveness of the fence
and the success of gull nesting.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

That's the extent of our research.

Okay, when would that be completed and

could you furnish this Committee with the results of that 1
MS. PERKINS:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
Oregon State.

Thank you very much.

Welcome to California.
-
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David Herbst from

MR. DAVID HERBST:
Oregon State University.

I'm an instructor and a Ph.D. student at

I first would like to read a prepared statement

on the future of the Mono Lake eco-system.
Since 1976, I have been engaged in experimental research on
the invertebrate population of Mono Lake:
and brine flies (Ephydra hians).

brine shrimp (Artemia monica)

As a member of the original research

team (Mono Basin Research Group) which investigated the ecology of this
lake in 1976, I

•

am familiar with the biotic and physical dynamics

characterizing its limnology and have personally contributed much of
this information.
Chemical, geological, and biological attributes make Mono Lake
a unique eco-system.

The complex chemistry of this ancient lake combines

a rare mixture of carbonate, chloride and sulphate salts of sodium with
high alkalinity.

There are only a few major lakes in the world with this

"triple-water" brine composition.

The deep basin occupied by this lake,

stable thermal stratification during summer, desert-montane transitional
geography and great age as a permanent body of water are also unusual
among salt lakes.

Of particular importance is the natural resistance

Mono Lake will have to short-term reductions in tributary water inputs.
Common shallow water salt lakes will lose much surface area during
brief droughts and experience wide fluctuations in salinity during this
period and subsequent recovery.

Mono Lake, however, due to its deep

water and low surface to volume ratio, changes relatively little unless
climatic conditions are prolonged.

The DWP diversions of Mono Basin

drainage streams represent the equivalent of a severely prolonged drought
and have removed a stabilizing influence to an eco-system unaccustomed
to such rapidly increased salinity and lowered surface levels.
Few organisms are capable of withstanding the extreme nature
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of Mono Lake's physical environment.

This low divers

accompanied

an absence of competition from other herbivorous invertebrates
release from fish predation (fish have been absent from Mono s
to the Pleistocene), enables the two salt tolerant
(Artemia monica, the brine shrimp, and E. hians, the brine f
high levels of productivity.

Mechanisms regulating these popu

have yet to be elucidated, though salinity and intraspecific
seem likely possibilities.

ion

A sister species to an important experimental

organism, Artemia monica is a genetically and ecologically dist
endemic species, found only in Mono Lake.

The alkali fly, Phydra

is the principle food item of tens of thousands of migratory shore
visiting Mono Lake; holds potential as an indicator species for
quality in alkaline lakes, and has added anthropological s
in view of its use in the diet and commerce of the nature

e.

The combination of its long geophysical history, uni
chemical environment, and simply but highly productive eco

ica

community make Mono Lake an ideal natural laboratory for sc
research.

Protection of these values and wildlife pres

careful management of water according to the principles of mul
Several salt lake eco-systems that have been under

use.
or

observation by naturalists during period of salinity increase have
exhibited declines in productivity, rapid shifts in commun
and local population extinctions.

Since the early 1950's when

north and south arms of the Great Salt Lake (Utah) become more or less
isolated by construction of the railroad causeway, the surface
of the meromictic south arm have changed i
to annual variation in spring runoffs.

Observations by Nernenz,

Collins and other entomologists during this
-
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in s

ind

an

relationship between brine fly abundance and salinity.

(This brine fly

is a different specie from what we find at Mono Lake.)

Furthermore, the

salt-saturated north basin of Great Salt Lake holds only small numbers
of this insect.
Flamingo densities at Lake Nakuru, an alkaline lake in the
Rift Valley of Kenya, are positively correlated with the density of
its planktonic food, the blue-green algae Spirulina.

Salinity increases

from 1972 to 1974 were apparently responsible for a sudden reduction in
Spirulina densities which precipitated a mass exodus of flamingoes
from this lake.
While salinity may be an important factor restricting distribution and abundance, potential for habitat deterioration (including local
extinctions) must be examined on a case by case basis.
Data from the Spring of 1981 (taken by P. Lenz and D. Winkler)
indicate that relative to the previous two years, either a substantially
lower hatch of brine shrimp from their dormant overwintering eggs, or
increased larvae mortality occurred.

Other anomalous changes in the

community included high gull chick mortality, notable brine shrimp
increases later in the summer, and an abundance of phytoplanton in
the early season.

Coincidence of a dry year and early high temperatures

may somehow account for the lower brine shrimp densities.

Results of

my research show for example that in adult A. monica, a synergism between
increases in temperature along with salinity will produce higher mortality
than comparable salinity increases alone.

Sublethal effects such as

reduced development rate or egg production could also account for
decreases in population density.

While it cannot be stated with complete

certainty that recent observations represent other than chance variation
in population dynamics, the uncertain limitations to survival of Mono
-
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Lake's unique biota, and the possibility of sudden decline and even
extinctions similar to those noted above for other salt lakes, s
argue that State of California authorities should proceed with extreme
caution in the evaluation and sanctioning of continued diver
fresh water from this lake.

Given what we know to date, the Mono

eco-system faces the risk of imminent substantial environmental
deterioration that may be irreversible.
Uncertainties in the interpretation of recent events at Mono
Lake point to the critical need for research directed at resolv

the

ecological interdependencies and limitations within the eco-system.
attention and support is given to such complex and urgently needed stud
scientists will be unable to provide unequivocal predictions
the impact of water diversions.
And I have several comments on recently released data on br
shrimp abundance from the Department of Water and Power.

What

s

more th;m anythinq else• is a plea for standard.ization in the methodo
by which data is taken.

s

When you make comparisons of artemia

between the years or locations standardized sampling techniques are
essential.

The following information on DWP documents or any other data

source should be specified:

(l) depth of sample, sampling

conditions at time of the sample, hour of samples, surface size and
variance.

The critical need is to take a count for the

ss that

we find in brine shrimp distribution in the link.
I would now like to make a few comments on my specif

area

specialization and research which is on the alkalai fly,
First of all, we might ask the question what is the condition
fly at Mono Lake with respect to it's health.

The best way for us

do this is to be able to find out how it's changed over the years.
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s

'm

currently working on some information related to that right now, but
the next best thing we can do is to make comparisons to other populations
of this same species at similar lakes in Western North America.
First of all, historical examination of the accounts of
br

fly abundance of Mono Lake made by early explorers, naturalists,

journalists and the Paiute peoples inevitably lead to the conclusion
that productivity of this population has declined.

We don't see the

kind of abundance in observations made then compared to the observations
that would be made now.
The evidence that I've been -- I'd like to present now with
respect to comparisons to other populations comes from a comparison of
the Mono Lake brine population to a Abert Lake brine fly population.
Abert Lake is another salt lake, an alkaline salt lake much like Mono.
It's located in South Central Oregon and has a salinity of approximately
half that of Mono Lake and a similar high alkalinity.

The characteristic

that differentiates it from Mono is the fact that its salinity only
averages about half ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
conditions:

Mr. Katz has a question.

Pardon me.

In terms of your comparison are all other

weather, rainfall, etc. equal between the two places?

MR. HERBST:

I'd say approximately.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
MR. HERBST:

Evaporation for example ...

The heat in the summer; heat in the wintc:r·?

Yeah.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

The temperatures they're all ...

MR. HERBST:

For example, I believe we have 10 to 11

Yes.

inches of precipitation at both locations and approximately 39 to 42
inches of evaporation per year -- salinity and slight differences in
chemical composition ...
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ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:
MR. HERBST:

Soil conditions are the same?

Soil conditions would approximately be

They would just have very little effect on the aquatic
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Pardon me.

arne.

v

I'd like to introduce

Lehman from Fresno, another member of the Water Parks and Wild
Committee.

Happy to have you with us, Dick.
MR. HERBST:

What I have up here projected now is a

of some of the life history indicators for brine flies that give
some idea of what the biological "success" of this animal is.
such life history indicators we can determine on a relative index what
the productivity of the population would be.

In the top graph

under the column X-bar is the mean numbers of ... (Inaudible).

The pupa
It s

stage is the stage intermediate between the larvae and the adult.
the stage during which metamorphic transformation is occurring.
adult stage as you know is the winged fly which occup

The

the shores of

the lake.
In a comparison of size which is strongly correlated
fecundity both in the case of the pupa and the adult we can see
there are highly significant differences between the pupa and the adult
at Mono Lake vs. Abert Lake where the Abert Lake animals both as pupa
and adults are much larger.

Again I say this is correlated

th

fecundity or egg production and that the lower table graph shows
comparison between fecundity of egg numbers between the Abert
population and the Mono Lake population showing that the Abert Lake
population has approximately twice as many eggs on the average
approximately twice as many eggs on the average female as that
find at Mono Lake.

All these are highly significant.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Of course I'm sure everyone else
-

dh
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Committee understands -- I don't.

Would you mind explaining your

symbols and ...
MR. HERBST:

Okay.

"N" refers to the sample size, X-bar

refers to the mean or average, and X refers to standard deviations
in the data.

These differences, again, as I suggest are due to

salinity differences between the lakes.

As an added component,

however, there are other indirect effects which lake salinity may
have on other aspects of the biology of the lake.

The most important

thing being the effect salinity will have on the food of the brine fly.
In this case the primary food of the brine fly seems to be an algae
known as fillament which I have details and some research outlined
that I'll submit to the Committee.

But the abundance of the algae

with food is far higher at Abert Lake than it is at Mono.

So in

addition to these salinity differences we also find profound differences
in the amount of food available for the flies so this may have an
additional affect on the correlation found here between the size of
the animals and production.
ASSEMBLYMAN CRAMER:

Are you saying to me that the food

supply is not affected by the salinity?
MR. HERBST:

The food supply is in face affected by the

salinity or so some studies have shown.
occurring in combination.

So both these things are

I suggest that salinity may be having a

direct affect on the flies and the algae indirectly through the affect
of salinity on its production is also having an affect on the flies.
ASSEMBLYMAN CRAMER:

You're working in both fields -- the

algae and the flies?
MR. HERBST:

I'm beginning research on the algae -- within

the last several months.

I have a general list here of research
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recommendations which
ead

them r
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now.
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noteworthy since it was from these sources that native Paiute peoples
would gather and dry these insects for use as the food known as
"koochabie".

In my experience and observations on brine flies at

salt lakes, windrows presently seen at Mono are meager, far less than
historical accounts would suggest.
During the mid-1960's David Mason first described the community
of plants and animals occupying the waters of Mono Lake.

•

Among the few

species of invertbrate animals he reported were two species of delicate
and beautiful microscopic creatures known as rotifers.

Sometime

between the date of Mason's study and 1976, when the next intensive
sampling was performed (by the Mono Basin Research Group, which included
myself, D. Winkler and G. Dana among others), the rotifers had disappeared.
Since these are widespread species, this event represents a local of
population extinction.

Though we have no idea how this change affected

the remainder of the aquatic community, this nevertheless demonstrates
that populations may suddenly disappear from changing eco-systems.

It

may be more than coincidence that the salinity limited reported for the
rotifer corresponds to the salinity reached in Mono Lake during the
period of its extinction.
The only published predictions of future lake levels available
is based on a computer simulation model which indicates that Mono will
stabilize at less than one-third its present volume by the middle of
the next century.

This decreased volume will increase salt content to

greater than 30 percent
minerals.

(~300

ppt), near saturation of the dissolved

Other physical changes will accompany the receding waters,

such as reduced oxygen availability, but these are more difficult to
predict.
Studies on the effect of increasing salt concentration on
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brine shrimp (done both by myself and
other things being

that all

, a

is the

limit to which these organisms can
processes severely impaired.

life-supporting

All other

however

and lower salinities, though not
adversely affect

, will

and

survive no longer than a few
Water and Power consultants in

to

gradually increased salts in lakeside

1

show that

shrimp are equally abundant under these
present day lake water.

These

confl

easily reconciled when it is noted

results can be

DWP studies was only as high as 15-16
(Herbst and Dana) covered the
Since 20 percent salt

studies

e

range of zero to 30 percent salt.

the

1

results are within the range of sa

tolerance, the DWP
survival.

The two

a matter of one
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other covering
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Dana) .
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l
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the view

and mortality increases substant
that brine flies too are sus

fails

to

sal

and show

greater vigor at lower salinities than
tant)

Tes
declared that
base of

effects

food
on the

numbers.

From what I can gather there are two immediate problems

with this assertion:

first, increases in concentration were only

to 12-15 percent salt; and second, the two single-celled species
studied are both planktonic (i.e. dwell suspended in the water) and
while they may serve as a food source to brine shrimp, are not fed
upon by the bottom-dwelling brine fly larvae.

Other studies indicate

that another, strand-forming algaewhich grows on rocks and is the

•

food of brine fly larvae, has already diminished in abundance and
may be a critically limiting factor to the vigor of the brine fly
population.
The Great Salt Lake of Utah should provide a pertinent
comparison to Mono Lake in that, even though of differing composition,
part of the lake is saturated with salt while salt content in the
other portion varies with yearly run-off.

The dormant eggs of brine

shrimp at this lake will hatch only in the spring when salinity is
reduced as eggs are washed from the shore into the lake by snow-melt
run-off.

Adult shrimp, having grown in this less salty portion of

the lake, may then swim into the salt-saturated part of the lake to
live.

Brine fly abundance at this lake has been observed to be

directly related to run-off as well.

In dry years when lake salinity

is elevated, brine fly numbers are low; in wet years when salinity
is reduced, brine fly numbers are high.

These observations suggest

that if Mono Lake populations behave similarly, increasing salt
concentration will result in reductions of shrimp and fly abundance.
The long-term prognosis I would offer for Mono Lake at this
point is one of gradually declining productivity in the community as
a whole.

This and the chance of sudden extinctions due to salt

tolerance limitations on survival, argue for the urgency in funding
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research to predict the extent of potential

(to the lake itself

and the birds using it as a feeding site).
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you very much.

The next

s

Ms. Gwen Starrett and Rod Kurimoto.
MS. GWEN STARRETT:
the Committee.

Thank you,

~1r.

I'm Gwen Starrett, a

Cha

and members of

st for the

Water and Power and my associate is Rod Kurimoto.

of

He's a

with the Department.
Mono Lake lies at the base of the Eastern
Sierra Nevada.

of the

For thousands of years streams from the S

have

fed the lake bringing suspended minerals from the erosion of Sierra
rock.

Lying along a fault line exempli

its

lands

Mono Lake has also received dissolved minerals from hot springs and
past volcanic activity.
Through recent geological
completely land locked.

Mono Lake has been

With no known outflow

has

significantly concentrated the dissolved sol

so

rJ!ono Lake

is naturally sal
Testing of Mono Lake water

of Water and

the

Power's chemical laboratory began in the 1940 s.

The focus of

s

monitoring was in identifying and

the waters dissolved

chemical component.

and a few of the major

Alkal

dissolved minerals such as sodium and

were
tests

the years the frequency of sampling and the number of
has increased.

From 1974 to 1980 six s

twice yearly.

Alkalinity, conductivity

average

s were
ssolved sol

ions such

pH were tested as well as concentrations of major
as sodium, potassium, chlor

, carbonate
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and

fate

of the

minor chemical components such as boron, fluoride, arsenic, calcium,
and magnesium were determined.

This testing continues in 1981.

The

laboratory uses EPA approved standard methods for water analyses.
In a continuing effort to increase our chemical baseline
data, we doubled the number of sample sites in 1981.
on the photo there of Mono Lake.

These are pictured

Basically six are in the Eastern

region of the lake and six are in the Western region of the lake.

•

include both shallow and deep stations.
10 surveys from April to November.

They

So far this year we have done

On board boat, as well as sampling

the algae and brine shrimp we monitored temperature, pH in conductivity
every two meters to the bottom.

Dissolved oxygen and transparency are

also measured.
Twice this year samples from these surveys have been brought
back to the chem lab for analyses.
complex.

Mono Lake water is chemically

Not only is there a wide variety of dissolved minerals, they

are present in relatively large concentrations.

The general trend of

water quality may be inferred from our studies in Mono Lake salinity.
The graph before you indicates time on the X axis from 1974 to 1981.
Total dissolved solids is an indication of salinity and that's in parts
per million on the Y axis.

As you can see the recent chemical data

suggests the modest increase in total dissolved solids during this
period.

Because of the limited data available at this time, it is

difficult to project this trend into the future.
Hydrologic projections, however, suggest the steady state
total dissolved solids of 200,000 parts per million at the final lake
stabilitation level.

However, this hydrologic projection does not

consider the possible effects of crystalization of minerals as the
lake water becomes more concentrated, nor the effects of possible
-
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chemical stratification which would tend to
total dissolved sol

se the

Our latest lab

is is from October 8.

The salinity measured 91,000 parts per
elevation was 6371.8 feet.

At this time

To date, our concern has

accumulation

of precise and accurate chemical data that can be used as
correlation with biological mon
gulls and migratory birds.

lake

of the

Future Mono

baseline for

, br

shr

monitor

are vital to the understanding of the lake

research

eco-system.

should be monitored more frequently

The lake

the year so that the

lake's chemical characteristics can be corre
events such as thermal stratification and de
blooms, the hatching of brine shrimps, the

1

and the arrival and departure of

and

chemical data need to be examined

water current

Mono Lake

pattern so that the issue of
The solubil

addressed.

of undisturbed water o

chemical components, for example, sod

ide

Mono Lake water the picture is not so

dissolved minerals.

s well known.

ize under

Future research

The importance of chemical

area

1

and

monitoring and research should not be understated.
cannot accurately understand Mono Lake

and also ll1r.

WATERS:

Thank you.

fferent

the remaining

11 be af

the makeup of a steady state sal

CHAIR}~N

In

can

deal of v-mys

These combinations of

conditions, and the crystalization

Mono Lake's

Because of the

array of chemical components there's a
combine.

one

Mr. Lehman has

us

ect

ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD LEHMAN:

You are funded by County Water

and Power?
MS. STARRETT:

Correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

What is the purpose of the study and

what is the eventual disposition of these projections, these predictions
and the things you're supposedly trying to find out?
MS. STARRETT:

Well, we want to have an accurate idea of

the chemical makeup of Mono Lake so it can be projected to our
understanding of the biological community.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

Why

is that important to Los Angeles

Water and Power?
MS. STARRETT:

Well I think ...

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

I know the reason why we're here.

I'm

just trying to get at what the -- where you're going.
MS. STARRETT:

I think more that the Department of Water

and Power wants to be assured that Mono Lake isn't in any immediate
danger and that ...
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

L.A. Water and Power wants to see that

the lake is not in any immediate danger so they've hired a team of
scientists to study the lake while they withdraw water from it.
VOICE FROM THE AUDIENCE:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MS. STARRETT:

Mr. Chairman.

Just a minute.

I think for example ...

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Did you want to respond to that?

Mr.

Katz, do you have a question too?
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

... because I have the impression that what

we are basically engaged here with the fact finding hearing on scientific
data I understand that farmers in the San Joaquin Valley regularly
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conduct tests on pesticide to see what the impact is on there, now
we're not figuring that all that is an

iate

to the people

who are working are you, Rick?
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

No.

I'm just

to

out what

they're trying to do.
ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Well

I

think what we're do

we've done for the last couple of hours

today and what

the hearing -- before you got

here was basically presenting scientific data from both s
different viewpoints on Mono Lake to

s and

if there is scientific

data or if more data needs to be gathered.

I

mean what we're doing is

listening to a lot of data at this point from the water people who are
directly or indirectly affected or connected
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

Mono Lake.

So the purpose of your study is to find

out what the eventual situation will be in thelake at the level that
it is projected to eventually reach.
MS. STARRETT:

Yes, in part.

Also obvious

we want to check

the immediate situation at the lake.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Rogers,

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

m sorry,

I

Of course I

I

overlooked you.

you all recognize the

problem when you collect data you don't have standard conditions
regardless of which side you are on, that you have diff
in placing an interpretation on that data.
I guess I'm go

give that.

to solicit an

really

My question is this, and

ion from you

f you are ready to

From your data to what do you attest the supposed, other

people had said that there's been a s

f

population -- do you agree with that and if

decl

in brine shr

do what do you attest

that -- the reason for that and if you don't agree to it then why do
you not agree?
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MS. STARRETT:

Let me make one brief statement and then I'll

have you refer your requestions to Ms. Stine.
the brine shrimp.

She'll be talking about

She will mention that in her research -- if you

remember looking at the film there is some experimental pond.

The

salinity in those ponds went up to 140 -- in one of the ponds it
went up to 140,000 parts per million.

This salinity will probably be

what the lake would be at in 30 years and she'll present the results

•

of that ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

What about -- do you want to talk about

gull .chicks or are you going to let her talk about that too?
MS. STARRETT:

No, there's ornithologists here to address

that problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Okay.

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

To sort .of go along with that -- my

colleagues, Mr. Lehman and Mr. Rogers

I'm trying to figure out also

that there's a lot of redundancy here and for someone to come up and
read a bunch of statements is fine, but I think maybe if we're going
to get them written -- I'd rather have someone make the point that
they're going to make, for example, is the reason for the data and I'm
concerned, for example, is Mono Lake being studied by the State of
California by the UC system, is it being studied to death.

Everybody

is going to do their study and we're all going to have a bunch of facts
when we get through, I don't know for sure what we're going to do with
the facts, and I understand why L.A. County is doing what they're doing
with their studies, but I don't know whether it is in their province
for them to do that and the purview -- I think the state's doing it;
maybe they're not.

That's my basic question that in the future if
-
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you could -- the witnesses that are here -- they've got maybe four,
five,

six pages to read.

I'd just as soon

copies of the written

I can read them myself and let them give me the bas

point that they're

here to say; that we're here and we believe that based upon our studies
the brine shrimp level is down because of blah, blah, blah, or that
that's what I'd like to hear.

I don't want to hear all this other

stuff.
CHAIR~N

WATERS:

I understand that, Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
CHAIRMAn WATERS:

I'd just as soon ...

... but these people have travelled long

distances to testify ...
ASSEMBLYMAN

CAMPBE~L:

But if they could make their point I

think without reading ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Well, they're going to have an opportunity

to testify before this Committee.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Ray, d

you want to

say something?
MR. RAY CORLEY:

I'm Ray Corley, a legislative representative

for the Los Angeles City Council and I just wanted to br

ly answer

Assemblyman Lehman's comments as to why the City of L.A. is doing this.
What in sense you have is a very recent public involvement in our actions
at Mono Lake.

We just recently in '74 we

our 1

diversions in Mono Lake and that's only seven years ago

for water
that was when

the State Water Resources Control Board -- there really wasn't the hue
and cry.

It's something that has come forth

; and

we had the two bills, Norm Waters had his and Mike Roos had
finance a study there was a lot of test
-
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up here

1980 when
to

both sides saying

what they felt they had to say; one side saying the lake's going to die
tomorrow and the other side saying we're not sure but we're -- you
know -- and nobody knew and this interagency task force study called
the interagency task force study report called for a five year study
and with the Roos bill we carne here to fund the State's share of that.
We in the City of L.A. have already funded our third and the bill failed
and so we went ahead and we had been accused of being arrogant and not
knowing the answers and that was probably true.

We didn't know the

answers, so we decided on our own to start funding our own study and
we have hired what we can find as the best experts in the different
fields as you are seeing here presented today, and we are now getting
ready to join with the Fish and Wildlife Service for the feds to do
some more studies with them and we are here in support -- what I
understand the stated reason here was to hope to get the state now
involved in this study as to what and where we are going in Mono Lake.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
I had asked.
area.

Could you answer an earlier question

How many other agencies are studying in the Mono Lake

Is the State of California doing it?

Who's doing it.

Maybe L.A. County is the only one doing it.

what I'd like to know.
question for me.

Are the feds doing it?
That's

Maybe someone on the staff can answer that

Or someone?

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

A partial answer, Mr. Campbell -- there are

a number of people studying it.

There's a Mono Lake Committee.

people have done an extensive study .•.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Appointed by whom?

Well they're just a Committee who is

concerned about it.
-
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Those

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
from them very shortly.

Local ...

Local, concerned and we're going to hear

And certainly the

of Water and

Power in Los Angeles has been doing a study on it.

have an

interest and they have a good reason to be doing a

and then as

he indicated the State study was -- the

11 was defeated but they have

taken the initiative to continue that study to some degree.

But I think

we'll hear more about that as the witnesses
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

The reason I'm asking the question,

Mr. Chairman, I'm a new member on this Committee and it's very difficult
for me to sit here and assimilate ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I

understand that.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

... what's been done so when all these

organizations come up I don't know the relationship between the studies
that have been made and ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I

understand that.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thanks, Ray.

Dr.

MR. ROBERT CARR:

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee,

Dr. Chapman couldn't be with us here today due to a prior commitment
in Washington;

he's testifying back there so he asked me to read his

prepared statement for you.

My name is Robert Carr.

I

am a water

works engineer with the Department of Water and Power and one of my
principal functions in the last couple of years has been research
coordinator for the Mono Lake research program that we ve been undertak
So with that I'd 1

to read

statement from Dr.

The bottom level of a lake food
Brine shr

and br

fly larvae feed
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1
turn

are

preyed upon by the bird population.

The state of the algae as the lake

changes over the next decades is a paramount concern.

If the algal

population were unable to survive the increased salinity or seriously
depleted, the brine shrimp and brine fly populations would be seriously
impaired or collapse irrespective of their own ability to tolerate
increasing salinity.

What must be done over the next few years is to

expand on our existing scientific knowledge in order to get a reasonable
and intelligent prediction about the possible fate of the algal populations
with increasing salinity in related changes.
The principal algal components currently in the lake consist
of a diatom called Nitzchia, and a green algae tentatively identified
as Coccomyx, and we have some specimens here that I'm just sure you'll
be excited to see.

These are the principle food source in the lake

for the shrimp and fly larvae and I have isolated both of these organisms
in culture at my laboratory at UCLA and can maintain them both on Mono
Lake water and a synthetic medium.

The development of this synthetic

medium allows for controlled studies on mineral nutrition.
Other algae exist in the lake but from their numbers they can
be assumed to be a lesser component in the food chain.

While these

minor component algae are present in a few numbers now they could well
become dominant with changing conditions in the lake.

A particular

example of the salt-tolerant green flagellate, Dunaliella.

Assumptions

and suggestions about die offs of the algae, collapse of the algal
population, etc with increasing salinity over the next decades should
not be made lightly.

My initial investigations at UCLA do not suggest

any sudden collapse of the algal population with increasing salinity.
Algae are known to grow in lakes that are more saline than the upper
limit predicted for Mono Lake.

Admittedly Mono Lake has a unique
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chemical composition often referred to as an alkal

However,

Mono Lake algae has been observed to grow and
ponds whose salinity is 10 and 50

current lake

salinity.
I

have shown the laboratory rna

so

will grow

in both synthetic and concentrated Mono Lake water

up

to 75 percent greater than current Mono Lake water.
this salinity range are between 85 and 95
in the current salinity.

Growth rates in

of the

As the salinity increases

rate

to

2

of current -- which is the maximum predicted for Mono Lake, the
do not grow as well.
however.

The diatom is more tolerant of this

And however the differences between the diatom and the green

algae and between the synthetic and concentrated Mono Lake water
that more studies are needed to explain exact

icate

what is

and

why.
While the growth rates at sal

s

per thousand salt are lower it must be remembered that these
adapted over a short time span, no
salinity.

than

s

the

In contrast, the comparable sa

increases in the lake

will be very gradual and spread over many years.
I

am now repeating growth exper

had longer time, s

months, to

to

Most of our current knowledge of the algae

s wi

the

salinity

s

ake is based upon

The

sl
increases 50 to

1
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question:

ittle attention.

initial results from my
algal population as the sal

that have

to the increased salini

experiments done with present lake cond
will happen with future changes has rece

a

what

The
in the
With the

with the green algae.

It will be very important to know whether the

algae Dunaliella will become a dominant organism and principal food
source.

This algae is a known food source.

It has been observed in

the lake, and is well known as an inhabitant of saline lakes whose
salinity is well in excess of anything predicted for Mono Lake.
is certainly not a doomsday scenario.
more about these Mono Lake algae.

•

This

We need to know a great deal

Their physiology and biochemistry,

their capacity for long-term adapt to environmental stress, those rates
and productivity and the future conditions, potential alterations in
algal population, composition under changing conditions -- recent work
in my laboratory, for example, has shown an increasing arsenic content
comparable to what might be experienced with increasing salinity has
only a slight depressant effect on growth, but we are still eager about
the arsenic uptake of the algae and its effect on other physiological
processes.

In a more specific vane, the information gathering should

include a full inventory of the algae in the lake and their physiological
characterization and experiments designed to protect possible species
composition changes with increasing salinity, how do long term adaptations
affect growth rates, how does an increase in the concentration of
beneficial nutrients, for example, nitrate and phosphate influence the
population.

What if any is the current limiting nutrient.

increase offset this?

Will salinity

How does increase in toxic minerals, for example,

arsenic and fluoride affect the algae?

To what extent are these toxic

minerals taken up by the algae and concentrated up the food chain?

Is

organic matter in the lake a problem or will it be a problem in the
future, and how do all of these possible changes affect productivity?
These problems refer only to the algae.

The results must then be

intercalculated with comparable brine shrimp and brine fly experiments.
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With this information at hand it should be poss

to make more

accurate, well founded predictions about how and in what way the algae
population will change, and how in turn, this
on the food chain.

wil

be reflected

The potential for a future Dunaliel

becoming dominant and serving as the food source is an
work will cost money and take a few years.

e.

However, the

founded, thoughtful decisions based on

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

made
in the

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

well

f

down the line as opposed to instant decisions made emot
heat of battle that are often regretted.

Such

Mr.

s.

Summing that up in what you sa

and it's

too early to tell.
MR. CARR:

Yes.

Dr. Chapman has

been

on this

for about six to eight months and his immediate test show that the
algae will adapt over a 50 to 75 percent

sal

feels that on the long term that maybe some other

and he
may become the

more dominant specie in the lake the more salt tolerant Dunal
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

lla.

I didn't hear in your tes
will

you mentioned it but can you give us some ideas of about how
be before you may have conclusive data.
MR. CARR:

Well until ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MR. CARR:

How long-- what's go

Well we're going to cont

the test.

presently working with the samples he's had in sal
for six to eight months, no I couldn't
we have conclusive information.

We're

you a

He's

acclimation
se answer when

continue to work on it;

weeks, some take a month and as

some of these studies have taken
we get the information

to

we 11 be
- 6

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

We will now adjourn for lunch.

LUNCH BREAK
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MS. GAYLE DANA:

Our next witness is Ms. Gayle Dana.
I work at the University of California at

Davis presently as a researcher.

I've worked with the Mono Lake brine

shrimp since 1976 and I continued working on them looking at impacts of
water diversions since that time for my Masters research in the past
couple of years.

Though the previous attention of

~he

Mono Lake brine

shrimp or artemia has been with regards to water diversions; has been
to focus on salinity effects on adult population.

I think that's

important but there's also some other areas that have been neglected
sorely.

One of these is reproduction.

In particular, I'd like to

address the diapause period which is -- a diapause period is a resting
state in organism, in artemia is an overwintering state, and this
occurs as an egg.
The Mono Lake artemia has a unique hatching mechanism and
diapause period which in its environmental stages in the lake could
adversely affect this period.

Last spring, decreasing brine shrimp

numbers may be due to events occurring in the diapause period.

I

think this is something that people haven't looked at before.
I'd like to briefly talk about the diapause period because ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I wish you would because I don't understand

that.
MS. DANA:

Okay, and I'll explain to you that cycle very

simply, how it occurs in Mono Lake, and also how it occurs in other
brine snrimp population which is very different from Mono Lake.
I said, the brine shrimp overwinters;

it survives the winter months

in the form of an egg rather than an adult form.
-

As
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First of all, I'd

like to describe hatching of this egg in non-Mono Lake
is artemia that lives

, that

all other parts of the world and

all over the place on many continents.

For

egg in other artemia besides Mono Lake

to occur in th
require

dehydrated and then subsequent rehydration.
females in the summer and these

irst be

that are

overwinter in this state and then

of

iccate

their late

months or

spring months the pond then fills from storm,
then the eggs hatch out.

eggs and

So it's very

ion and

It's very different in the Mono Lake artemia.
for my Master's thesis.

by

explode

on shore to

the water and are then le

does occur

They

a co

Th

work I did

is

anoxic,

oxygen, period of about three months before

'll hatch.

in the whole

something very different than any other
world, any artemia population that's

I

There's a couple of sl

Now this is

that c

so far?

s.

Remember I

to illustrate

said first that they need to be in an
cold.

oxygen, but they also have a

have

taller bars on this graph show the ha
been incubated in 5° waters.
hatch.

They hatch succes

The two smaller striped bars show

in 10° and room temperature water.
good hatch with those.
requirement.

a minimum of 30 days that
wh

a very

You can s

I sa

three months

, a

that

This graph showed that as you

they're in this cold

of 120

s

have a very

So

They also require, 1

in this period.

The two

od
need for ha

is about three

to

in and an

In Mono Lake the eggs are produced by the females in the
summer time.

They sink to the bottom of the lake which is another

marked deviation from other artemia in which the eggs float.

They

sink to the bottom and overwinter in the lake muds until they hatch
in the spring.
The relationship between what I presented here which is
laboratory experiments and what is occurring in the lake is unclear.

•

We don't know what happens to the eggs during the diapause period in
the lake other than knowing that they sink to the bottom of the lake,
and we don't know what causes them to hatch in the spring;

but taking

into consideration what I found in the lab it appears that they require
specific oxygen and temperature requirements.

The significance of

this is that any changes in mixing patterns in the lake will affect
hatching in this diapause period and I would expect that as the lake
becomes shallower we will get different mixing patterns that may affect
this diapause period.

I'd also like to -- is that clear?

Do you

understand what I've presented so far?
All I'm saying is that they have very specific requirements
and that also we don't know what is exactly happening in the lake right
now with this diapause period.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

In your opinion are we destroying the brine

shrimp with the lowering of the lake or could you give us the bottom
line;

what do you think is happening there.
MS. DANA:

I think that the decrease in brine shrimp numbers

this last spring which the brine shrimp numbers result from this diapause
egg population.

I think that it's possible that the decrease in numbers

that we've seen could be due to some problem that is occurring in this
diapause period.

I do think that something, that there are critical
-
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things happening right now with the brine

It is

my feeling, although we don't have all the
as of yet.

data to support it

I think we need to look at what s

year with the spring hatch of brine shr

to

s next

Does that answer your

question?
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MS. DANA:
salinity on hatching.

Thank you.

I also have some

on the affects of

I tested hatching

Mono Lake water ranging

from 50 percent to 200 percent Mono Lake water.

One hundred percent

in this case, represents the 1980 water level at about 94 grams per
liter;

50 percent is a little lower than what

see from this graph on the left that hatch
salinity.

It's especially seen at the

was in 1941.

You can

decreases as you increase
sal

levels.

Another interesting thing that comes out of these
the one on the right,

that after above 150

Mono Lake water
is

there is a marked delay in hatching; and 20
until 25 days or -- excuse me, 20

rate.

s is a marked

s that I ve tested

hatching

60 days there's only been a 40 percent

difference from the lower salinit

So from

occurred within the first three to five
sal

it looks like with increase

and

after

you have a

s information,
and

ed

a delay in hatching.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
that someone else has been do

I have a

suspect

research over -- what

of time

and water

months, a

have you been looking at the sal
year for your project that you've been
MS. DANA:

I

We l I worked on
-
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on?
years.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
MS. DANA:

A couple of years?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Have you -- so that you really determine

the problem maybe someone else has been studying for 10 years or so
can attest to whether there are any problems with mutations such as
they're getting bigger or smaller or whatever the case might be ...
MS. DANA:

Oh, genetic changes?

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Yes, because of the increase in the

salinity factor or the algae or whatever else is in the water.

Has

that been done to your knowledge?
MS. DANA:

Not to my knowledge.

I think that there would be

some selection occurring for different types of eggs.

I don't believe

anybody's done any work with that.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
MS. DANA:
this:

Thank you.

The significance of the salinity experiments are

as the salinity increases in Mono Lake we expect hatching to

decrease.

One thing I want to mention is that Mr. Carr who represented

Dr. Chapman made comment on the stabilization level at Mono Lake would
be 120 percent salinity of what it is now.

It is my understanding that

while nobody really knows what it's going to be, but I've heard up to
300 percent, so I think it's a little bit misleading what he said there.
So we would expect hatching to decrease as salinity is increased; and
we would also expect hatching to be delayed.
I'd like to give you an example.

If the salinity reaches

200 percent or two times Mono Lake water, hatching at present occurs
in mid-March for the spring population and if water did reach 200 percent
hatching could be delayed until early April.

That's just the start of

hatching, and only 40 percent, according to this, would hatch by mid-May.
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Now this is a big difference because usual
artemia in the lake and

there is a

the

that the Cal

feeds on; and I think that's the real

numbers

This

So

the shrimp and algae cycles and the
research priorities we need to look
salinity;

gull

th the decrease

that we've seen for the brine shrimp.
important to the California gull.

adult

and
other

bes

this changing physical characterist

lake, specif

mixing patterns and how it affects the

need to look

at reproduction, both baseline and

Mono

Lake brine shrimp is a physiolog

's been

much work on this to show that Mono Lake has
adaptation or that they are very dif
I

very

from other
similar

think that last year's events were a

the

and possibly worse events to come.
research especially

s spr

to look

low brine shrimp numbers.

s been

hatching in the spr

that

, as of

spring shrimp numbers are poss

or development
Final

terms

s
lower

the first generation of
, I'd 1

researchers in shar

to call for a

data.

It's hard

accept some of the statements that L.A. has
at the methodology, when I can't see the
out and I can't see the rationale
be he

the low
that

going wrong with either the diapause

em of

s

for
CHAIR.JIIf.AN

to share

to

a
out when I can

look

've worked
t

ld

1

Committee?

Mr. Campbell.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

I don't know whether it's directed to

the young woman or not, but I'd like to ask a question --maybe to
Clyde MacDonald here.

I've got a copy of an old bill of yours that I've

got some statistical data on it and it shows that, for example, in 1941
there were 45 total dissolved solids salinity PDS; in 1980, 84, 186
percent and then it says that 2080, the year 2080 is going to be 280

•

or 622 percent.

What percentage -- have you had a chance, perhaps to

the young lady, to discern over the last 10 or 15 years what the
percentage increase on an annual basis or every five year basis has been
of salinity in the basin itself -- in the lake?

Have you been able to

monitor that?
MS. DANA:

It's been monitored by various people.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

I don't have any stats here to show

what the increase -- I don't know what this means, for example, 622
percent increase over 1980.
MS. DANA:

Do you want exact numbers for salinity?

ASSEMBLY~~N

CAMPBELL:

No, not exact.

Just sort of an idea

of what's been the increase -- has it been five percent, six percent
or.

.
MS. DANA:

In 1941 it was about 45 grams per liter or parts

per thousand and it's increased to 94 which is doubling just about.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Okay, what does that mean in terms of

the -- I guess the point has been made at some of the hearings -- some
of the stuff that I've read before that no matter what you do to that
lake if you f

to the top it's not going to be palatable in terms

of drinking water so that we're concerned basically with the ecology
of the lake and my point is that if it's deteriorating faster than we
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can make it improve, at what point for
stat

130 percent and there's some re
130 percent,
know that and

e we say when it gets to
s here

it's not

it's 80

we don't

's hard to make a decision

if we can't determine at what rate it's

year in

years

terms of six percent, every f

three

I'm just trying to figure out what is the s

st

It

mean anything to me as a layman

th s data we're

't

today so I'm trying to figure that out.
MS. DANA:

So ultimately you'd like to

the salinity is really going to start
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

at what po
the eco-

Yes, that s correct.

already affecting, and I'm sure that's true, and can
be arrested.

number one, and at what point can
the lake back up 800 more feet or 400

or

discern that from what I'm

' 1 be able to

ke

here.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

revers

whatever.

s than I do.

Rick who know more about

stent

No, but

have we reached

question, at what po

be arrested,

Do we have to fill

0 feet

That's what I'd like to know and I don't know

I

s

that

where it s not

for the damage that has been done can t
(SEVERAL VOICE -- UNABLE TO DEC
MS. DANA:

we're a
summer

surprised to
th the br

further down the road.

I think

ind -- to
shr

surprise

and the
that

to everybody because we

From the stud

asks that

Well,

t later.

We

the

have
7

brine shrimp problem.

It looks like at about 150 percent which was one

and one-half times the level it is now

salinity level -- things start

happening with decrease in respiration

a lot of physiological

prophecies and with hatching also.
ASSEMBLYMAN

Cfu~PBELL:

Let me sort of

p~ggy-back

on that

question that came up to another gentleman who was up here earlier who
was talking about the algae strains changing in the water;

•

that it

might be another kind, or perhaps it's a more toxic kind that might
have an adverse affect on the brine shrimp or something else living.
There's talk about arsenic; that it absorbs arsenic in utilizing in a
certain way and so that it's molecular make-up is going to be different
which may have another adverse effect on some of the other life -- I'm
just thinking what this will do ultimately.
have to base our decision on;

I think that's what we

what happens on down the line;

and I

don't know those.
MS. DANA:

Well, one comment that I have with the Mono Lake

brine shrimp is that a lot of people say we can replace it with another
ion should it crash or whatever, and it's been pretty much shown
that Mono Lake brine shrimp is physiologically unique.
of un

They have a lot

, oh, for instance, this diapause period is very unique.

couldn't really replace that brine shrimp.
sort of animal replacing this.

You

It would be a different

So if it did get to a point where it

was totally wiped out, it would be hard to reverse it by planting the
different kinds of brine shrimp in there.

And there is not too many

other organisms comparable to the brine shrimp as far as its function
in the food web that could replace it that could tolerate salinity like
that.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Lehman.
-
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LEHMAN:

ASSEMBLY~~N

I guess I

whole discussion and what I wish

to

is at what point in all these studies

we have

1

sufficient evidence to be able to make some dec s
at the lake;

do we wa

until all the shr

are gone and decide at that point or i
decide that there

we can't cross or

MS. DANA:

s

Well as far as I'm

you ve

crossed

it.
CHAIIDft..AN WATERS:
MS. DANA:

Do you

Well, I think at

a lot of people would just 1
to see what does happen.

I

I

I'd 1

guess

a

It.

us

to make one more comment.

s

I

say that from the

don't know about the other aspects at
has happened that is irrevers
CHAIIDfi..AN WATERS:

or hatches,

lake

at this

Clyde has a

MR. CLYDE MacDONALD:
shr

does

s

how far

everybody whose coming up next can

reversible now.

but

go as

The next

We're not putting you on the spot.

MS. DANA:

it is revers

think it's revers

in terms

s

s po

to let

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
become

we have?

Your s

on

the
to see

what kind of changes there
is

temperature and can you f

were

last winter which
warmer your data would say

s

MS. DANA:

No.

MR. MacDONALD:

... people finding temperature changes which

would correlate.
MS. DANA:

No.

There's not -- there hasn't been that much

research going on during the winter time in Mono Lake as far as
temperature and oxygen.

Water data for the summer, spring and part

of fall and this is something that I've outlined as a priority to look
at the environment of the egg as it overwinters, what condition it's
experiencing in the lake and what are the conditions when it hatches
out.

To answer your question, no, I don't know.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Katz.

ASSEMBLYMAN KATZ:

Have there been geological changes in the

lake that would vary the temperature as well?
MS. DANA:

I don't know that.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Any further questions.

It was a excellent presentation.

Melinda Thun.

Thank you very much.

Melinda is a biologist

with the City of Los Angeles.
MS. MELINDA THUN:

I will also be addressing the brine shrimp

issue today and I am basically here to tell you what the Department
has been doing.

•

Brine shrimp artemia is a ubiquitous animal found in

hundreds of strongly saline ponds and lakes throughout the world.

It

has no natural defenses, other than their ability to thrive in waters
many times more saline than most of their predators can tolerate, which
are typically fish.

Brine shrimp have been reported living in waters

of saturations and researchers have shown that they can survive in the
cyst form for as long as 20 years and still successfully hatch.

The only

predators of the brine shrimp at Mono Lake are the seagulls and the
water birds that annually visit it and man who commercially harvests
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several hundred tons of brine shrimp each year but a
less than one percent of the total

that is

the

Routine semi-annual surveys of

started by the

Department of Water and Power in 1974, and

cont

Since the middle of 1980, I have been
research program designed to
lake.

present.
if

a

the

shr

at the

The survey program

12

f
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and
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se are the
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shallow and deep water areas, particular

those areas around the

islands.
The biological monitoring cons

ts of net

shrimp which we collect out in the f
laboratory.

I

s of br
back to the

have here one of the

nets tha

use for that
net

survey, and the way we collect the shr
down to specific
per second.

and then reel it

Once we

it

one foot
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end and transfer it to another

preserve

with formaldehyde, and then we take those back

we sort
density

them by age and size classes and count
figures from what we can determine.

We al

do

which
s we

determine the transparency of the water, then
obtain waters at

fie

one

below the

right here just for your curiousity.
which we collect from this

water

We

and tes

fferent

depths as well as measure the a
different depths
flowometer

the lake and we

ch measures

s

f
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ld
a green

pigment found in most

a

, and it gives us some measure of

what's in the lake and what the productivity of the lake is.
Also, we take samples back and we do microscopic examinations
and actual counts of these microscopic algae and we try in some instance
to identify them although we've had considerable help from Dr. Chapman
in that regard.
And in addition, we also collect bottom sediment samples in

•

order to try and determine the distribution and the quality of the
brine shrimp fish that is located in the sediment.

In addition

observations are made on the distribution and types of birds in the
lake that we see during each of our surveys.
Basic objections of this research program is to determine
the dynamics of the shrimp population at the present time in the lake,
and if it's affected by changing environmental conditions;

and the

results of this baseline data we hope will be used to develop trends
and correlations between these shrimp and their environment.
For the past few years of data collections the most obvious
utilization test has been the need for more scientifically based data.
As you can tell there
Lake eco-

I

isn't a whole lot known about the Mono

and that's basically what we're trying to do.

We're

trying to help elucidate some of those basic lack of information.
ASSEMBLY~ffiN LEH¥~N:

MS. THUN:

May I ask a question?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

How much data do you think you'll need

and how long do you think it will take?
MS. THUN:

Well, like it's been said before, a three to

five year study is basically what is usually needed to get some idea
of what's going on in the lake;

possibly more than that, but at that
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account

period of time it would take

unusual

and would

of what is

also give you an

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
its ecology is

Is there

any

MS. THUN:

and

that
seen

From our
I don't think so.

from the 1
ASSEMBLYMAN

for

Do you

LEH~4AN:

the duration of the study.
MS. THUN:

Urn hmm.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

And you

years we have to deal ...
MS. THUN:
at least a f

Well, okay, in real terms

're

year study.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

At least a five year

How

years could I - - I mean we have ...
MS. THUN:

I

's up to the re

mean if you're

at actua

longer because the

s are

involved

I

span and following

shorter 1

ASSEMBLYMAN
develop the

one

LEH~~N:

s to

of the
That's bas

MS. THUN:
do.
ASSEMBLY~~N

LEHMAN:

To

enough information to say
as

MS. THUN:
this is the first
actual

look

year
we

1 have

hereon we are going to base all of our information from this year.

So

if other people are willing to do the same or plan in the near future
to start their research, I would say -- just depending on the individual
researcher what he feels is an adequate time for study.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

But I'm just arguing that someone ought

to set that out initially otherwise we have an open ended study situation
with a studier who keeps on ...

•

MS. THUN:

Obviously after you gain a certain amount of

information, we hopefully have a get together of the scientific community
and compare information and that is probably the time when they decide
whether or not there is sufficient data to say something positive or
something that we think is based on accurate information.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Rogers.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
to the Committee.

Yes.

I was looking at what you submitted

This statement here says that the brine shrimp densities

are more .than double last year's numbers in the summer months.
MS. THUN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

Now we heard earlier testimonies that

said that brine shrimp population had decreased by 90 percent and now
here you're saying that they more than doubled.

•

We've got 190 percent

difference in estimate here and I assume and I hope that all you people
are using the same lake to make your studies.
MS. THUN:

Okay, if you'll give me time to finish my presentation

I think I can answer some of your questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:
MS. THUN:

All right.

Sure.

Fine.

Okay.

In this regard through our attempts

to determine what's going on in Mono Lake, we started a large scale
experiment designed to test for salinity increases and it was conducted
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under natural conditions at Mono

s purpose we used

two man-made ponds which are
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monitoring of the
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ist

f

measurements
we had a chart
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here.
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a summary

date from 1974 to present.
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years, the

The hori

per meter

vertical axis is the density of
square.

As you know we have

years and the

we don'

for several

fferent months because

in the same month for each year,
about this

The

if you look at

we can say
surveys at least

data

were down

from our own surveys, that the levels
about 30 percent from what we can te
adults and juveniles, we did not
the totals

s

for
would have

ust

If you look at July you'll see what brine shrimp densities
increased dramatically that there's about a 100 percent increase over
1980 and that trend continued through August and September and even
into October.
All right, indications are that the shrimp may have hatched
later this year compared to last year.

Reasons as yet undetermined

although their has been considerable speculation.

What we do know is

that they were relatively high numbers of brine shrimp first noted

I

on the Northeast sector of the lake up near the island on the East
side and that the densities peaked around July and August and that these
densities are more than double of last year.
As stated previously, the answers for this late hatch can
only be speculation because of the lack of information on the biology
of the brine shrimp and their hatching mechanisms, and as Gayle pointed
out the diapause created and the wintering could be a very important
factor in this late hatch.

It's quite possible that the unusual mild

and dry winter that we had may have affected the temperatures in the
lake and it may have not received the proper cold incubation period
that is required.

It may also have affected other parameters such as

found dissolved oxygen in the water and the influx of fresher water
during the spring snow melt which would normally enter the lake as well
as precipitation.
As for the experimental pond the results of our experiments
showed that the brine shrimp can adapt to the increase in salinity of
60 percent above present lake levels.

We had pretty much the same

population in both ponds throughout the season, and we feel that a
greater adaptability could probably be determined in the laboratory
under more rigid conditions but given a relatively short duration of
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our testing the shrimp now appear to be threatened
in lake salinity.

the increase

In fact in the last survey we did

November of

this year, November 4, we found newly hatched naupolli both in our
control experimental pond and in the lake itself.
you are interested, are the very young br
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

The

ii, if

shr

Mr. Campbell has a ques

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

There's a train of

here.

You

were making a comment that the figures have

ed accord

chart;

Could the reverse be

this chart is on the same page we've

true, or could we say that maybe the unusually mild

to this

had an

effect on the increase for that particular year?
MS. THUN:

Well, I was particularly address

the beginning

where they say that hatch would only occur around April or May, and
that may not have been because of this condition.
Some of the future research that I would 1

to see conducted

either by ourselves or any other independent researcher who would be
willing to do it would be the determination of s
Mono Lake.

ini

tolerance at

Mono Lake brine shrimp with regards to proper acclimation

procedures under laboratory conditions.

the animals

That means al

it and

to acclimate to a particular salinity by gradually

Also, I'd like

what

then maybe doing a test on it and see

of shrimp

to see salinity testing on single and multiple
to test whether the hatching success of cysts
may have a higher tolerance at the

when

at high salinities
will hatch out.

they will be somehow selectively prepared for that
think toxicity evaluation to

what kinds of

e.

Also, I

fects more specific

trace elements such as arsenic may have on the

, and also the

sms

would test for

elucidation of the natural
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Maybe

parameters such as dissolved oxygen, temperature, salinity and the
duration of the wintering period which Gayle has done a lot of research
on and I think it's very interesting.
Also, I think good study of the circulation and current
patterns in the lake should be undertaken to determine if the cysts
that are dropped in the wintering period and fell to depths greater
than say 15 meters or actually recirculated in the lake or actually

•

lost to the population.

Do they get recirculated or not and at what

level and what depth are they retrievable and capable of hatching in
the spring time.

And I would like to see testing of the hatchability

of cysts recovered from the bottom sediments, these deeper areas such
as 90 and 100 feet and see if their eggs are viable after remaining in
the anoxmic mud for a period of several years say.
Also, I'd like to point out that the Great Salt Lake eggs
also need a cold incubation period even though they are dehydrated.
They do much better.

The hatching rate is much more successful if

given one or two cold winters to go through before they are allowed
to hatch out.
In conclusion although these types of research may be very
experimental I feel that they are vital to the understanding of the
population dynamics of the brine shrimp on r1ono Lake and the shrimp
ability to meet the future conditions as we can foresee.

Thank you

for your time.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Mr. Campbell.

I would like to ask Clyde perhaps, or

someone of the staff who can -- because as I understand it, since 1941
there's only been one complete year of study that has statistical data
because we talk about we need five years and that all the other agencies
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in this country, the federal government, the state
counties no one has done any research.
MS. THUN:

I

, the

that r

That's correct

?

there's never been any

concern.
ASSEMBLYr.ffiN CAMPBELL:
a problem?

No one real

ed

year ago we had

Is that to my understanding?
MS. THUN:

Well, there's a task force

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
ASSEMBLYMAN
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Okay,

a

I
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Is there

reconcile all these different
MS. THUN:

came out.

to

of

?

Well, the department is

a symposium next

April and we're trying to get the other researchers -

whose

been doing research on Mono Lake and we would like to just sit down
and compare notes and eliminate some of
been talk

about.

s

that

That's the whole

1 the

to bring to light that there's a lot of re
known and people are just now

have

much has been

to and we need some

communi
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

That's

ASSEMBLYt4AN LEHMAN:
level of

that is suff

Is it poss

you think, to set some

ient to

results

that we know what to do, or are we just

five years

from now people think that we still have di
MS. THUN:

I think

f
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But that's my opinion.

I

f

based decis

also

that we just collected last November in
look like.
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to

what

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
Dr. John Melack.

Thank you.

We've got to move along here.

I'm going to ask the witnesses to stay within the

15 minutes and try to make your testimony concise and not too
technical.
DR. JOHN MELACK:
John Melack.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is

I'm an acquatic ecologist and a member of the faculty

of the University of California, Santa Barbara.

I specialize in the

study of saline lakes and have been doing so since the early 1970's
first in Africa and then at Mono Lake.
We began our studies at Mono Lake in 1978 and in fact do have
year long data from '78 through '79 through '80 and through '81.
answers your question, I think, a little better.

That

There is data -- more

than from just last year.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

But the question was -- you're not

sharing your data base with others so they have the advantage of having
taken ...
DR. MELACK:

That will come later.

The research I'm

describing today was conducted by myself, by Dr. Scott Cooper also of
UCSC, and also a graduate student of mine at UCSC.
ASSEMBLYMAN
DR. MELACK:

LEHY~N:

Who has funded this research?

The research has been funded by the University

of California, and the National Geographic Society by grants to me.
In the context of this hearing, I think the basic question we still have
to address is, has in fact there been decreases in the artemia abundance
during the last data record; that is in our case the last three years.
A prerequisite for assessing this is to be sure that we
actually know what the abundance of animals in the lake truly is.

In

the case like Mono Lake, measuring animal abundances is very nontrivial;
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that I want to indicate here is not the details but simply that Mono
Lake is heterrogenous; one must sample the whole lake to make a valid
estimate and in fact these data are such data.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
DR. MELACK:

Where is the intake?

The intake?

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

Where is the lake getting most of its

water -- at which end?

•

DR. MELACK:

It's not getting much water from anywhere now .

But where the lake normally got its water is way from the extreme
Western end that projection to the left of the slide.
Now, if I could quickly run through a few more of the
diagnostic slides -- this is a computer made image of Mono Lake which
shows surface concentration of chlorophyll.

The Eastern part of the

lake and this mid-summer slide are slightly less than the Western part.
This kind of data is the only true synoptic data you can gather.

On a

vertical scale if one pumps samples of water through a flowometer, an
instrument similar to that used by L.A., one sees quite, again,
heterogeneous distribution.
apart;

These two samples are only five meters

now you see a horizontal structure nearby and also vertical

structures.
This isa slideof depth versus concentration of phyto-plankton
measured as chlorophyll.

Now to become a little more specific, we're

going to artemia -- if we end up again at depth on the vertical axis
and numbers of our adult artemia on the horizontal axis the histogram
showed that in the course of the summer the population moved down to
near the surface toward the middle reaches of the water.

And I

apologize for the speed of these slides, but I think the images should
be clear just in the pictorial sense.

This again shows the same as
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the last except the middle panel shows
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said in March, and
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very numerous by the middle of the

of

su~~er.

not why the hatch was delayed but
of the average adults.

which become

So

the ques

is

tead what determines the productivity
declines

Then as the season progresses, the

and if these data were to be continued
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1 the fal
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ii,
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ion, are real
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981 data for

these data first

are
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So
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in the lake, one has to realize that these

10 stntions but one
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is

ion.
're
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at is the numbers of,
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see

case,
Ju

, and

f

st
f

looks

the abundance of adult artemia during the spring period.

If one does

statistics one sees, yes, indeed, the competence intervals verify this.
I think the real question is whether the statistics are biologically
meaningful though.
That's the end of my slides, and I would now like to proceed
to more general remarks, but at this stage are there any questions about
the ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I want you to kind of expedite though.

We're running behind schedule.
DR. MELACK:

Okay.

At this stage I think we're in a position

of being able to say that yes, indeed, there has been a decline in
artemia in Mono Lake in the adult artemia, however, whether this is a
continuing trend and whether it has to do with salinity is still an
open question.

The kinds of suggestions that one can make regarding

the.~.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Lehman has a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

The important thing to me about your

testimony is your background, it is a little different from some of
the other people who are giving some scientific evidence here and
you've done studies on similar lakes in other countries, and perhaps

•

we don't necessarily need to study Mono Lake for the next 50 years if
we have enough evidence based on things that have happened in other
similar situations in the world.

I wonder if there are other similar

situations that have gone down this same path and if there are any
results from those situations that we could learn from and make some
decisions based upon.
DR. MELACK:

My experience has been largely in shallow salt

lakes such as Nakuru which was mentioned by one of the earlier speakers.
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These lakes are subject to very
fact dry up on t

n sal

scale decades.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
DR. MELACK:

s

're not s

Exactly.

and in

to Mono

In fact most sal

world are not similar to Mono Lake.

the
are

A handful of lakes

large and deep and persistent and thus I

answer to your

question is no, you cannot extrapolate
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

So you're

argu

that

it could go either way and we just don't
DR. MELACK:

No, I didn't say that.

data from shallow saline lakes to

DR. MELACK:

The

to hear.

of

that we have

suggested that yes, indeed, there were less
cysts

tch

this current year that yes,
of the

"yes and no situations" we see decl
artemia.

in Mono Lake.

at Mono Lake ...

That's what we'd 1

I know.

said you can't use

what will

If we're predicting what's going to
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I

as

We also see a decline in the
attr

one proceeds from current levels to one and a
to the ...
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
DR. MELACK:

No.

faced with in this
and talks about the

the lake?

the

The

lly

And

of a dialogue.
responses.

that are underlying these responses I don'
knows, and if you want s

about sal
The

mechanisms
, anyone
2

s.

competence intervals you can set
you want an

the

a

If

bigger project.

I

you really want a predictive explanation;

and

I think this can be gained in a relatively short time scale in the
context of the fact that we do now have almost, including the 1976
study, six years of data about the lake.

I'm not arguing we don't

need more research but I think there is a real issue here that studying,
studying and studying, that's your question;

what do you want us to

predict and how much are you going to hold us to our predictions, do
you see?

But you see it's a two phase question because it depends on

what the question is whether we can give an answer and at this stage
all I see is a slowly declining productivity in Mono Lake, both in the
algae and in the artemia.

I don't see an abrupt change.

Whether it's a

similar analogy to what you see like acid rain and nutrification -- they
are of gradual degradation which in some cases reach crescendo and
other cases don't.

Predicting a crescendo is very difficult.

the trend I think we can do;

Seeing

and then you decide when you want to cut

it off.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
diversion.

We're interested in the affects of the

Everything else is really outside our sphere.

biologists except when we're forced to make some decisions.

We're not
But we're

interested in the effects of the diversion, and you're saying you can't
at this point say that any of these things you observe are cause by
the diversion.
DR. MELACK:

That's right.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
question.

This is to piggy-back on Mr. Lehman's

What you're saying is that if there's no way at this juncture

to say whether we diverted 10 percent, B percent, 20 percent of the
water that's going into that L.A. aqueduct going to L.A. back into the
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lake that it will not have a s
ecology system at this

ficant
You can'

any

i

make a

tatement of

that nature?
DR. MELACK:

What I'm

is that I can

you increase the salinity by 10

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

10

So if

decrease the salin

By

fre

lake, for example, will that tend to of
the ecological system

water in the

of the decrease in

that ...
That's a

ASSEMBLYHAN LEHMAN:
said in that

inference,
Isn't that

what you've

effects the diversion?

DR. MELACK:

Well, it's a que

I mean

I can tell you an effect -- I can't a
ASSEMBLY~~N

that extent;

factor ..

If you decrease

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

DR. MELACK:

the primary

you wi

productivity of Mono Lake by between f

DR. MELACK:

you that if

LEHMAN:

di

We know

to

diverted

it's be

t have

you

enough time to ... (inaudible).
CHAIID1AN \.VATERS:
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

, use your
When you

loss in the productivity to the d
far that you can

I

ive

observation.
ASSEMBLYYiliN

LEH~~N:

Wel ,

ion

there's a
the

can make the corre

, but what I can t

or d

lation so

s

, but at the same

that you found in the salt content,
DR. MELACK:

the

salt content
for the

could we infer that if you allow more fresh water to go into the lake
that that would decrease the salinity, and hence increase the productivity?
DR. MELACK:

That's one possible inference, yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
Babb?

Thank you very much.

Is there a Mr. David

And David Winkler, be prepared.
MR. DAVID BABB:

•

That's one possible -- thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

I think I can ...

Please identify yourself and speak right

into that mike.
MR. BABB:

Okay.

I'm Dave Babb.

I'm Range and Wildlife

Specialist for the Department of Water and Power.
a lot of time here.

I think I can gain

I've been catching airplanes since 5:30 this

morning and I have to catch another at 3:30.

I've worked in the Owens

Valley and Mono Basin area for the past 10 years, and nine of those
10 years I've observed the gull colony at Mono Lake, and I've been a
member of the joint census team since its formation.

I should say

here that I'm speaking more as an observer on the census team and
doing other work in the Owens Valley, but I'm not a researcher on
the California gull.

I'll pass to Dave Winkler on all the questions

on breeding biology of the gulls.
During our census of July of this year, I think the entire
census team agreed that the number of breeding adults at the lake was
as many or possibly more than last year.

However, the chick population

was about 50 percent less than in 1980, and additional chicks continue
to die throughout the year and we came up with a high mortality in
gull chicks in 1981.

An annual mortality rate of about 50 percent seems

to be normal for Mono Lake;

however, in 1981 it was considerably higher.

This current high mortality in 1981 has naturally prompted the question
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what caused this
year.

mortal
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Of course there's no s

one to

s

s

to you today.
Starvation resulting from the reduced

shrimp has been suggested by some as the
cause of mortality.

But

is

a couple of questions that should be
the astronomical number of brine shr
numbers on the f

hatch actual

food to go around;
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means
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is still a large number.
of food for the chicks.

what is
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I can cite an
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for virus.
for

s have also
the

chicks if exposed to e
s are known
has

been

and that

in the Mono Lake area in June of this year was the hottest in the
last several years.

And none of these -- I say that I'm not trying

to point to any one of these possibilities as being a cause.

It's

just one of several and it could be combinations of several.
Over the years researchers studying the gull at various
colonies in Western United States and Canada listed several causes of
morta~ity

•

Vamire.

and this chart is interesting.
It was published in 1970.

It's done by a fellow named

He studies in Canada and you'll

note the high percentages listed as disappearance.
reported at Mono Lake.

This has also been

The chicks that were being observed one evening;

the next morning they were just not there and causes have never been
determined.

Whether they died of natural causes and then were eaten

by adult gulls or taken by predators or from some other cause has yet
to be determined.

And a high percentage of mortality in any one year

can be attributed to "carcass found cause unknown" as a com1non term.
While disappearance and cause unknown can't be considered as causes
of mortality they do illustrate the difficulty in determining a single
factor or combinations of factors responsible for high mortality.
Other significant mortality causes reported by Vamire were the predation
by adult gulls and exposure to temperature extremes.

Now a chick loss

to exposure was considered most significant caused by Marshall and
Giles 1953 by Pyramid Lake, Nevada when they found 76 percent of the
mortality rate of 76 percent, and that instance when they should have
counted from 1,700 nests they should have counted over 2,800 chicks.
They found only 684 on July 6, which is about the time we conducted
the census this year at Mono Lake.

And chicks being pecked to death

by adult gulls is also a common occurence on nesting colonies.

Vamire

noted that 19 percent as in this chart in 1964, people studying at
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Now Vamire also noted in a -- I'll quote in here in 1964
it said a higher proportion of gull chicks were pecked to death by
adults in 1964 when denser nesting may have brought on more aggressive
encounters.

So this is something that should be considered.

This

may also be the case at Mono Lake since the numbers of nesting gulls
has increased dramatically in the last 10 years.

Prior to 1970, of

course we have to take into account different census methods, but
prior to 1970 there were never more than 10,000 gulls recorded as
nesting at Mono Lake.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:

Is the increase because of the loss of

habitat elsewhere or you just don't know why.
MR. BABB:

I wouldn't know why.

We can go back in history

as far as nesting on Negit Island when the mining town of Bodie
was in full swing and there was what they called egging but they
collected eggs to sell in Bodie so that the population was really
depleted 100 to 150 years ago.

Then it built back up.

abandoned Negit Island at that

I think they

-- ornothological survey conducted

in 1916 didn't record any nesting on Negit.

They were all on the

larger island, and after 1920 they started using Negit Island again
and there has been shifts, populat

fluctuation at Mono Lake noted

over the years.
At the present time -- of course the declining lake has
exposed new islands and there's now just about the same area for
nesting on the smaller islands as they used on Negit Island say 10
years ago.
So at the present time with available scientific data I
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CHAIRMAN WATERS:
Thank you very much.

Thank you.

David Winkler.

MR. DAVID WINKLER:
Committee.

Any questions from the Committee?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the

I'm reading this statement today for both myself and for

Dr. Frank A. Pitelka.

Dr. Pitelka couldn't be here today but he's been

active in the study of population ecology of vertebrates for the past
40 years.

•

He's a world renown authority on the population regulation

of vertebrate, and he is currently Professor of Zoology at the
University of California, Berkeley.

I have been studying ecology

and distribution of aquatic birds in the Western great basin, especially
Mono Lake for the past six years.

For the past three years I've been

studying the reproduction ecology of the California gull at Mono Lake
under the guidance of Dr. Pitelka.
the

u.s.

My research has been supported by

Fish and Wildlife Service, the California Department of Fish

and Game, American Museum of Natural History and National Science
Foundation.

I am presently a Regent's Fellow and doctorate candidate

at the University of California, Berkeley.
The aquatic bird population supported by Mono Lake are among
the largest in North America.

On single days during the fall migratory

season nearly a million birds may be found on the lake.

Migrant

population of eared grebes exceed daily totals of 700,000 birds,
apparently making Mono Lake a temporary home to the largest reported
single population of this bird in the world.
Migrant population of the Wilson's phalarope exceed daily
populations of 90,000.

This species of phalarope is endemic to the

Western Hemisphere and Mono Lake apparently supports about one-third
of the world's population during its migration.

The State's second

largest population is the Snowy Plover which is a shore bird with
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vicinity.
I conducted the f

thorough and systematic census of

the Mono Lake colony in 1976.

I based my estimates of breeding adults

on a census of chicks and estimated about 16,500 pairs nesting on
Negit Island and about 9,000 pairs nesting on the islets Northeast of
Negit.

•

Similar nesting populations were present in 1977 and 1978.

My census in 1979 indicated that there was no successful nesting on
Negit Island in that year desp
birds attempting to nest.

the presence of normal numbers of

It is our opinion that the abandonment of

the Negit Island Colony in 1979 is a result of an invasion by coyotes
made possible by the formation of a land bridge, the result of the falling
level of Mono Lake.

This conclusion is supported by the observation of

coyotes scat, profuse coyote tracks, and destroyed eggs and chicks
throughout the former nesting areas on the island in the 1979 nesting
season.
The construction of a predator repellant fence has proven
ineffective at preventing predator access to the island and the prospects
of the major colony re-establ
unless the

on Neg

Island are extremely remote

water barrier around the island is restored.
Although gulls nested on the North shore Paoha Island in the

early 1900's the heat absorbent lava flow habitat of Paoha on which
the gulls nested is now strated
lake.

from the cooling waters of the

Islets north and east of Negit and west of Paoha have been

colonized by nesting gulls as they emerged.
occurred on Paoha.

No such colonization has

Birds abandoning Negit Island in response to

predatory pressure in 1979 have failed to relocate there.
is apparently not suitable nesting gull habitat.
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death
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Several ch
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at

panting furious'ly and walking about the colony looking for shade.

These

chicks wandered into the territories of neighboring adults who attacked
the chicks viciously.

Even chicks that survived such attacks were still

faced with the problem of thermal regulation without shade, a physiological challenge thatmany of the chicks were not equal to.

As striking

as the unseasonable heat may be as a contributing factor to chick
mortality, however, in our opinion the factor ultimately responsible
for the death to heat stress or adult attack is food.
Although the 1981 data on parental care behavior is still
being analyzed preliminary results indicate that chicks in 1981 were
being left alone for longer period of time and earlier in their development than in 1980.

Those chicks shaded by their parents showed no

striking inability to cope with 1981's high temperatures and the most
reasonable explanation for why the birds suffered so much mortality
to the season's heat is that the season's low food supply forced the
parents to spend more time away from the colony to find food thus
leaving their young exposed to the extreme heat.
Another line of evidence that might suggest that the decreased
food supply in 1981 was not responsible for the high chick mortality
is the observation that many of the older chicks were still dying on
the colony in early July at a time when brine shrimp had recovered to
about normal densities.

If these birds were not dying as a direct

result of starvation per se they may have been succumbing to an
infection by any number of parasite or pathogens, a possibility I
am presently investigating.
Alternatively these chicks still alive in early July may
have had parents so exhausted by the effort of trying to raise chicks
in an environment low in food that they were no longer able to bring
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the chicks the last week to so through the transition of independence.
Regardless of whether the late death of these older chicks
were due to parental exhaustion or to

pathogens, we view

the reduced food supply as a factor ultimately respons

le for the

mortality.
In most animal
starvation.
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ion, very few
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s d

much more common scenario when food suppl

is that reduced amounts of food reduce the

dwindle

's vigor and increase

their susceptibility to such factors as heat stress,
predators.

So what is the outlook for Mono Lake?

of ecology that species expand to f

or

It is a principle

1 available habitat.

There are

no alternative unoccupied lakes in the lake basin which combine Mono
Lake's high invertebrate productivity and isolated islands for nesting.
The Great Salt Lake is the only large lake of similar characteristics
is already supporting large populations of ne

gulls.

In our opinion if the DWP water

sions continue we can

confidently predict that the California gull

ation in Mono Lake

and of the world will decline substantially.
of Negit Island

It must be emphasized that the el
1

as a viable gull colony site and the

increased gull chick

the wildl

mortality observed in 1981 are lost

of
not the only

regional importance, but the California

1

wildlife population at risk at Mono Lake

The sal

of Mono Lake

has increased approximately two percent per year and
10 years will increase 20 percent.

in the next

It is not possible at

attribute this to this year's poor spr

ion of br

to
shr

continued diversions

positively to changes in the lake
from Mono Lake's tributary streams.
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of the

ivi

and the sudden decline of the

ty of food raises

a serious possibility, however, that water diversions are either
contributing significantly to or even causing changes in the lake that
may soon precipitate the col

of the entire Mono Lake eco-system

and the enormous wildlife population it supports.
What type of research do we need to do?

The ecological

research that has been conducted at Mono Lake over the past five
years has generated as many questions as answers, but we are now in
a position to ask much more sophisticated questions that may yield
the answers required to accurately interpret changes in the lake and
plan for its future.

Highest on the priority of research is the

establishment of a regular monitoring program of the densities of
the brine shrimp and brine fl
they depend.

s and the phyto-plankton upon which

This monitoring must include sampling of all life stages

of the shrimp and flies and must be conducted by an institution without
a vested interest in the magnitude of water diversions from the lake
basin.

Such a monitoring program must be supplemented this spring by

an intensive effort to identi
necessary for success
continued moni

shrimp hatch.

Also essential is the

of numbers of nesting gulls and the growth rates

and survival of

If chick mortality is again exceptionally

high in 1982,
cause

the critical limnological factors

effort must be placed into determining the exact

death in a

number of chicks.

Regular monitoring of the grebe and phalarope population
preferably with aerial survey techniques must be initiated on an
ongoing basis.

More broadly, the ecologies of these bird species

must be thoroughly investigated.

Dr. Scott Cooper, Dr. Joseph Jehl

and myself have conducted research that firmly establishes the dietary
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habits of the gulls, phalaropes and grebes.

Dr. Jehl and

elf have

collected sufficient data to answer many basic questions about the
biologies of these birds at the lake.

Dr. Cooper and I are now in a

position to estimate the grebes total shrimp

at the lake;

that

is we can now determine the effect the grebes and variations in their
densities can have on the shrimp populat
The question must now be

around.

We must now

how the grebes, phalaropes, and gulls respond to

in the

densities of shrimp and under what conditions the lake will no longer
be able to support its enormous population of birds.

Only when we can

answer such questions posed at all levels of the Mono Lake eco-systems
will we be able to actually predict changes in the lake and intelligently
manage it for the future of all its wildlife species.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
MR. WINKLER:

How many years do you research?

Well at the level of the

we could do the

research necessary to answer the questions I just outlined in one year.
ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
MR. WINKLER:

You can do it in one year?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEHMAN:
MR. WINKLER:

Just on the birds?

But my point is that the source of questions must

be asked at lower levels in the lake;

and I bel

from knowing much

of the limnological work that much of that data
CHAIR~N

WATERS:

ASSEMBLYMAN

Mr. Campbell.

C&~PBELL:

This two percent per year in salinity

factor, one of the questions I asked earl
until you got up here,

available.

you can answer

, I should have waited
for

does that drop -- six foot per year of water in the lake
a foot ...
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at what level
six inches,

MR. WINKLER:

The lake loses on the average about a foot to

a foot and a half per year.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

So if you're using the statistical

data it's in what we received earlier, right?

So if that were to change

drastically say three or four feet that would change the two percent.
Would it not?
MR. WINKLER:

•

Oh, yes.

If the lake takes a big jump it

will take a big jump on salinity .
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Winkler, why is the island of Paoha --

why do the gulls not go there?

Why do they not colonize there?

I don't

understand that.
MR. WINKLER:
how gulls think.

I can't give you a firm answer.

There are several possibilities.

I don't know

One is that the

substratta is too dusty and that in the wind storms it would cover the
chicks.

Another is that historically since the early 1900's there's

been goats on the island which has just been eliminated.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Let me ask you about the goats.

Are there

still goats on that island?
MR. WINKLER:

They're gone as of last winter.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
an excellent presentation.
MR. JOSEPH JEHL:

Thank you very much, Mr. Winkler.

It was

Mr. Joseph Jehl.
Thank you.

My name is Joseph Jehl, I'm

Assistant Director of Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute.

I've

conducted a research at Mono Lake in 1980 with the support of the
National Geographic Society and in 1981 as a consultant to the City
of Los Angeles.

I want to talk a little bit about the migratory bird

populations, they're different from the gulls because they are a very
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ion; but we don't
may be 10 or 15

The birds arrive very thin and worn after the breeding seasons
and they come to the lake apparently after a nonstop flight from the
breeding ground and they depend on the lake for its resources at that
time.

During the next four to five weeks, most of the birds will entirely

replace their body plumage, they will molt all their feathers.
a process that in other birds will take three to four months.
phalaropes can do it shortly in a little more than a month.

•

can do it shortly in a little more than a month.

This is
The

The phalaropes

And at the same time

they will lay on enough fat to double their weight.

This will provide

fuel for the next flight of the migration which is a nonstop flight from
Mono Lake or the Great Salt Lake to South America in the wintering
grounds.

So for this particular species these traditional staging

areas are really the only stop they make in the fall migration in the
United States until they make the next jump to the wintering grounds.
Now the replacing feathers in getting fat takes a lot of
energy.

The birds choose Mono Lake because of the huge food resources

there.

Studies in 1981 show that Lake Abert in Southern Oregon, which

was mentioned earlier today was the nearest locality that supported
very large numbers of these migrants.

They clearly were the reasons

Mr. Herbst mentioned the abundance of brine flies and brine shrimps
in another very alkaline lake.
We also know that 90 percent or more of the Wilson's phalaropes
that stop at Mono Lake are adults, which gives the lake even added
importance because these are animals that have proven successful breeders
and have survived for a while.

The next species that comes in some

numbers is the Northern phalarope.

This is a smaller sandpiper that

nests in the artie region of Canada and Alaska.

It occurs in fewer

numbers, perhaps 30,000 occurred at the lake last year.
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Migration

period extends from early July to ear
birds are somewhat different.

October.

They do

molting.

these

remain at the lake for a

long time, perhaps seven to 14
on very much fat while

The

looks 1
there and

th~y're

Apparently as in many

don't lay
don't do

ex tens

of shore

feast on the brine flies for a 1

come in,

while and then

fat to go to the next stop which

on
if

to be the open

Ocean, and they winter on the ocean al
By far the most abundant

at the

which feeds in fresh marshes through the west.
lake in the spring during the spring

On

few

at the

because

no food for them at that time but start
arrive.

Eared

there's

June thousands

From September through early November they 1

f

there in

just told you;

absolutely spectacular numbers as Mr.
three-fourths of a million at the lake at any

the North.Amer

Now you don't know what the size
is but Mono

population of Eared

large fraction of it and for
showed some individual

periods.

is

months one-third of the year, and

the

k of them will
, Eared

's

Like the

area.

use Mono Lake as a traditional

their feathers but when they are at the lake
feathers at the same time so their
us

a

are total

Naturally if they're fl
lake

1

can

in

I'

lose

sure

ight

lose all the
f

become

of the

t

grebes is different from that of many other

as you associate

four

for

that rema

for two months or more.

very

s

a nice
stub.
upon the
and

and those data are just not analyzed yet.
Those are the bird populations.
ecology.

And a little bit about the

Now one aspect of my research has been to measure mortality

through the year by censusing long stretches of shoreline for dead
birds.

This program is intended to establish current levels of mortality

and to detect any dieoffs that may occur so that research can be
conducted immediately.
Now from mid-June to early July of this year when the gull
chicks were dying in large numbers there were 25,000 or so Eared grebes
on the lake and my censuses showed that mortality among the grebes,
phalaropes and the adult California gulls were essentially negligible.
In other words, whatever events lead to these mortalities of the gull
chicks were not reflected in the other migratory bird species that
were at the lake.

The censuses also revealed that young gulls continued

to die in large numbers for several weeks after leaving the nesting
islands in 1980 and 1981.

Again it's difficult to comment too much

further because we don't know what normal levels of mortality are in
many other colonies at this particular stage in the annual cycle.
Biolgoical systems are sufficiently variable, if baseline studies
to be meaningful should be conducted for three to five years.

The

last two years were characterized by quite different environmental
conditions.

And whether it can be considered typical as problematical.

I plan to continue my research to obtain a sufficient baseline
data against which changes can be made and of particular importance is
regular monitoring of the mortality on a year-round basis and obtaining
comparative data from other areas.
The recorded lake's increasing salinity has been mentioned
several times this morning, this afternoon and the possibility that
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the food chain will be interrupted.

I think it's almost certain however,

that physiological tolerances of

are

much more

sensitive than those of the invertebrates; and that
long before those of brine shrimp or

~he

will be exceeded

fl

is one reason

why continued study of the birds which are real

indicators of

early eco-system health are of such
So far we have data, good data

two years on the populations

of phalaropes and grebes for one year and

s year

we have been able to perfect the methods of census

I

think

so that we do have

ways to get comparable data from year to

fferent researchers.

Next year I wilL begin behavioral and phys

1 studies of the effects

of the lake water level on young gulls

ne field studies

at the lake, the experimental phase in my 1

and then we can

extend to other species.
I see many people have made the po

that we need continued

research for how many years -- I would say two or three more
bird to get sufficient baseline data that we're real
what the changes are going to be;

but I

support from continuing studies.

We real

confident
that we do have some

need to

that the

inner-actions of many events that probably were a feet
this year will never be fully understood.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

the

the young gulls

Thank you.

Questions of the

?

Thank you very

much, doctor.
I'd like to call on Dr. DeSante.
DR. DAVID DeSANTE:

Thank you.

I

d 1

to say a

words

about research needs at Mono Lake and
primarily to the

mentioned

ect of the Eared
re

before Mono Lake serves as an
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words

place for phenomenal numbers of migrant Eared grebes.

Previous year's

peak single day counts have exceeded 700,000 birds, in fact there was
707,000 on 14 September 1976.

Now on 18 September 1981, the Point

Reyes Bird Observatory conducted a census of Eared grebes using the
same methods that had been used in previous years and this revealed
the presence of 513,000 grebes, a nearly 200,000 bird decline since
1976.
Unfortunately because there are several problems inherent
in the methodology of these counts it prevents as assessment of their
complete accuracy;

and I'll enumerate four of these problems.

One

is the inability from a boat or from the shore to census the entire
lake;

there's a hole in the middle of the lake where looking two

miles out to the lake with a 20-25 power scope which is the limit of
visibility of an individual grebe on the lake.

You can't see beyond

that and count the grebes; so there's an area of about 10 percent of
the lake that you just can't count by this method so there's always
that problem of how many grebes were in there.

The second is just

the difficulty of accurately counting grebes out at that limited
visibility.

The heat waves change and so on;

that is the point in

where the grebes seem to have their maximum densities at about two
miles from shore and so that adds more inaccuracy to some counts.
Third, the fact that a single day's count may not correspond to peak
numbers of grebes because they may come later or early from year-toy~ar,

and four the fact that grebes are diving birds and that at any

given moment some unknown proportion of the population is underwater.
Therefore, it is imperative that more accurate censusing technique
be developed and initiated by the summer and fall of 1982 to provide
an ongoing assessment of the grebe population on Mono Lake.
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Thus it

must be determined whether this apparent
1976 and 1981 is in fact real.

The po

decrease between
s we cannot stand to wait

until the numbers of grebes become so low that

decl

is

By then it may be too late to save them.
I, therefore, recommend for this As

that

implementation of a new method of census

Eared

as soon as possible and that

lude the

method

of

photography.
The Point Reyes Bird

nonpro it

a

research organization, is will

to administer and conduct a program

for censusing Eared grebes on Mono Lake should funds to do so become
available.

Because of our 16 years of experience

census

populations, particularly seabirds, and their contribut

record are

ideally suited to this.
Are there any questions about

s

of other general comments for the
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
DR. DeSANTE:

I

any questions?

Are

No, I think not.

Okay, I've on

a couple

that I think we've heard a lot of the scenario
on and

have a

I

think it's been clear that the salin

other com.rnents
has been go

f

in Mono Lake today is

higher than it has ever been before and

the whole

Mono Lake.

I

I

think we've heard that test

that the number of shrimps result

ve heard

first hatch as they call them, in

was

only 10 percent of normal numbers.

you've heard a

large studies from a number of

fferent

1

I

vle 've

do\vn
su~~ary

of

show that

increases the salinity, one decreases the hatch and also
the hatch of the

eggs, the

from the overwinter

of
about

a 90 to 95 percent failure in the gull population this year.

I think

we've heard that (inaudible) reproduction in the gull population;

I

believe we've heard that the primary food source, although it can vary,
is shrimp for the young gulls although it can also be brine flies, and
I think someone will address the point that brine flies are also scarce;
and when one puts all this together I think one has a good deal of
evidence, substantial evidence although it is not the kind of evidence
that perhaps you'd like, but is it in fact just the salinity or is
it the compound of the high temperature or whatever to realize that
there is in fact something happening at Mono Lake and to realize that
the kind of synthesizing that we need to continue and the type of
research we need to do is very important, but also to realize that if
we keep doing research on scales of 10 year programs we'll likely not
have anything left to study.
There's an old tennet that my advisor told me when I was
getting my Ph.D. as to what hypothesis does one accept when one has
alternative hypothesis and that is basically the most simple hypothesis
known as Aiken's razor and therefore I feel that not only is it imperative
that we continue these kinds of studies but also I feel it imperative
that we get some more water back into the lake.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

Question, Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Do you represent an organization or

yourself or what.
DR. DeSANTE:

I represent the Point Reyes Bird Observatory

in terms of the grebe census that we did and I represent myself in terms
of all the last comments.
CHAI~ffiN

WATERS:

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.
Doctor, did I not understand you say then
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that the lowering, the constant lowering of the lake and the increased
salinity in that lake we're looking for trouble.
DR. DeSANTE:

Is that ...

I think that's for sure;

I mean we defintely

have that kind of data and the point that you're look ng
ASSEMBLYMAN ROGERS:

is when ...

How long -- would you care to make an

estimate?
DR. DeSANTE:
gulls and I

Well you know when I

say okay how many years does

look at the California
ls to reach maturity

take

before breeding and when do they come back;

and that's how many years

of nesting failures you can have before you es
ment to get those birds back in.

lly have no recruit-

You're looking at three years or

something with a pretty great failure in this year.

Of course everyone

is looking to see what's going to happen next year, you know, and I
think we certainly have to monitor that.

We see

, althouqh

I can't certainly say a definite, decrease in

Eared

but I

conducted census more than this year and you know you see continuing
degradation.
right now.

We may be seeing the beg

a cata

failure

we need this kind of research

We don't know, but that's

money.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you very much.

lot of ground here and please don't read a

MR. GARY PAGE:

Gary,

a

We've

I'm going to ask you to try and not be

going to have to move along here.

Page.

Mr.

We've

You've a

statement because we're
a number of witnesses.

mentioned my name.

I

work

for Point Reyes Bird Observatory and I'm a research b

ist there.

Sitting in the audience I

ion I ve

tried to

size the

heard on the situation at Mono Lake and it seems that two events stand
out.

The late or poor ear

of br
- l 6 -

col apse

in

concern amongst

l

Now there seems to

s

a

number of

or at least an
s were.

as to what the cause o

It was a suggestion that

one-shot deal

be
to

it may
the tes

I

So

there isn't go
was

research should take to

to be

of water for the next three to f

would be a good idea to

years.

per

That's the

It has also

so that

kind of

at Mono
cond tions at

that

there may be

of

water sources available to Los
1 and it would also be

sion

decreased d

for the stud

would be

been the suggestion that dur

i

that there

es that more research is

to stabil ze the lake levels

what was

on

at the problem g

needed; and as the first point I

seem to

I think

what would be the direction

inion

seems to be a genera

ion

s in the lake sal

heard

s point at

or the

would be

valve in that

related to sal

f indeed

you'd be

po
q i ves you one•

about at that time.
of stud
One

to

has been concerned with
the

s.

the basel

, the

It would be the

disaster go

would

that
, the flies, and

at what salin

to occur.

is the

, we would want to collect
abundance and fraterni

i

the life forms that are

I

sed level of sal
groups of

1

Now

of

there so we have some kind of

7 -

status quo for the lake as it exists now.

Because even that seems to

be in question.
Then coming together at the end of

research period based

on the research make conclusions on what levels of sal

are going

to effect the system if they are indeed going to do that.
final step would be to increase the d
are reached.
what happens.

ions aga

But the
1 those levels

Meanwhile, monitoring the situation in the lake to see
In other words, actually tes

the

is with

the lake instead of trying to test the hypothesis with the lake right
now given the uncertainty.
And finally, I think that also important would be how this
research is coordinated.

It seems like there are

fferent groups with

different interests, and it would be important to have

coordinated

by a reasonably unbiased group, and probably the conclusions also
reviewed by such a group.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you very much.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Mr. Cha

Any ques

, I have to leave after

the next speaker because ...
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

who

Yes, I want you to hear

is going to be our next speaker and while Dav

's coming up I'd like

to indicate to the Committee and to the audience that this young man
has dedicated his life to stuyding and trying to save Mono Lake.
have taked to no one who is more knowledgeable
and, David, we're waiting on you.
MR. DAVID GAINES:

that area than David,

With that big build-up I gave you ...

Well, thanks a lot Norm and members of the

Committee, it is a pleasure to be here
release on Twain Islet.

I

distributing a little press

I might point out to members of the Committee

who may not be aware that the

ls have been nest
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on these little

islets that have been exposed and Twain Islet where 40 percent of the
gulls have nested over the last couple of years is now connected to
the mainland, and that means we see serious problems with predators
even in the unlikely event, in my opinion, that the brine shrimp is
somehow miraculously recovered next year.
Well I wish -- boy I've been working on this Mono Lake issue
for a few years because I've been convinced that there's a serious

•

problem out there, a serious chance of calamity.

I've been devoting

my life to it, and I wish we could have some definite assurance that
future diversions, future increase in salinity are not going to create
serious problems.

Gee, I don't think it takes a lot -- a great deal

of scientific expertise to look at the situation out there and be darned
worried about it.

I went out to the islands a few years ago and it

was full of gulls and went up this year and you couldn't take a step
without stepping on the body of a dead gull chick.
can't say for sure it's sal

, but gosh darned it sure has me worried

when all the gull chicks suddenly die.
you don't have to have spec

Now, you know I

Also there are thing happening

equipment or stuff to monitor -- I've

been out at that lake for many years, and every June in past years you
could look down through clear lake water and the lake would just be
dancing with brine shrimps and the lake would be clear and you could
see 10 or 15 feet through that water.

This year, at the end of June

you could see about half a foot and it was green with algae and that's
because the brine shrimp hadn't gobbled up all those algae, and this is
a real difference; and also brine shrimp fishery, they commercially
harvest brine shrimp; they're freeze dried for fish food out of the
lake.

This is the first year in all of their years of operations and

they began in 1970 where they could not begin operations in June.
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What

I'm trying to say is that we're seeing things happening at Mono Lake
that as far as we know have never happened before, that are obvious
to anybody and they have me real worried.
Now I couldn't agree more, you know, with everybody who said
that there's a need for research.

I'd like to see research but I can't

see spending money on research unless it's going to be directed towards
the resolution of this particular problem that saves a living, healthy
lake.

That's really the bottom line.

If you want to have a lake out

there that still supports millions of birds, it still supports the
tourist industry in Mono County, there's over three million people that
pass by the lake every year, they're moved by its beauty that preserves
these values.
Now we heard in some of the testimony -- we heard that maybe
another five years of research may be we might be able to tell what's
going to happen with increased salinity.

Well maybe it's a good idea

to study the lake for five years, but if we study the lake for five
years without giving the lake a drink, we're going to see another 10
percent increase in salinity, approximately 10 percent.
to see a drop in the lake level of seven, e

We're going

, nine feet.

That's

enough of a drop to connect almost all of the existing nesting islands
to the mainland.

We've already seen problems in br

That

really concerns me, and that's what I call on the statement that I
present for your consideration.

I'd like to wait until research can

really answer that question and tell us a smaller, saltier lake may
still be a healthy lake;

it's still going to support gulls, grebes,

phalaropes, all these millions of birds,
their historical abundance.

I'd like to wa

that before we allow the lake to continue to
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and so forth in
until research tells us
It seems to me

that the death of all those

1 chicks is a clear warning that the

lake may be approaching collapse.

It seems like it's irresponsible

to risk further calamities until the research is completed.
As Mr. Vorster pointed out there are alternative water
supplies available to the City of Los Angeles during an interim period
in the next few years.

He mentioned that 50,000 acre-feet allowed

to flow into the lake would be adequate to maintain the lake at its

•

present salinity, roughly 50,000 acre-feet.
problems won't come on line till after 1985.
to give the lake a drink during that time.

The Colorado River -- these
We can certainly afford
You know if a man were dying

of thirst we wouldn't deprive him of water to see how long to nonetheless
manage to survive while we studied him, and I think the Mono Lake
situation is basically similar to that.
I've been asked by the Mono County Board of Supervisors to
present a Resolution, passed unanimously by the Mono County Board just
last week.

Bob Stanford, Chairman of the Mono County Board of Supervisors,

Supervisor Paul Johnson were going to be here today but the only way
they could get here is by small pr

planeand unfortunately due to

inclement weather they could not arrive.

This Resolution goes through

a number of whereases calling attention to the importance of the lake
and to the tourist economy, the importance of the brine shrimp fishery,
as well as the wildl

values, and it concludes:

BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors urges the
California Legislature to take action to protect Mono Lake's birds,
brine shrimp and other organisms.

Such action to include but not

necessarily be limited to the funding of research by the University
of California, on the causes of the gull chick deaths;

the impact of

increasing salinity on the Mono Lake eco-system and the long term
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health hazards posed by the increase in alkalai dust storms.

(The

alkalai is a major concern to local residents in the area.)
It continues:
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors urges
the California Legislature to call for the stabilization of Mono Lake
at or above its present level until research conclusively proves that
further increase in salinity will not adversely affect gulls, brine
shrimp and other organisms, and that further increase in the severity
of alkalai dust storms will not pose a substantial threat to human
health.
In closing I'd like to offer to work with the Committee, work
with the City of Los Angeles in anyway we possibly can to facilitate
both research program and at least an interim stabilization of Mono
Lake.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

you very much.

Yes.

Thank you, David.

Any questions?

Thank

Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Does the water that goes through this

aqueduct, and everything, does the City of Los Angeles -- have they
contracted for a specified amount of water or for the total use of
that water or what?

Again, if that's a technical question to be asked

of the City of Los Angeles ...
MR. MacDONALD:

The City gets the water rights for it.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

They have the water -- they have the

total water rights and ...
MR. MacDONALD:

They don't have the total water rights but

they have some of the water rights.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

That's what I'm asking.

that water, for example, have they contracted for.
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How much of

How much do they

MR. MacDONALD:

It goes to their own uses, the water ...

MR. BRUCE KUEBLER:

My name is Bruce Kuebler.

with the Department of Water and Power.

I'm an engineer

We applied for a permit to

divert the water from the streams and tributaries of the lake in 1934;
and got a permit in 1940 and a license in 1974 and we're allowed under
that license to divert as much as 147,000 acre-feet to Los Angeles per
year for beneficial use in the city.

•

Our current diversion averages

about 100,000 acre-feet per year .
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

You're entitled to, in other words as

I understand your brochure, or whatever says, that there's a 100 to
160,000 acre-feet which you are entitled to 147,000 in terms of the
total lake?
MR. KUEBLER:

Yes.

The run-off from that graph we had this

morning is 167,000 acre-feet of pure mountain run-offs.

And we divert

an average of 100,000 acre-feet per year.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
utilizing all 100,000?

So the follow-up question is, are you

For example, if you only took 80,000 acre-feet

for example for the next couple of years allowing the extra acre footage
to go into the lake to help desalineate or reduce the salinity factor
would that be a problem for L.A. County?
MR. KUEBLER:

We'd have to get water from somewhere else, to

replace it, because we are using all that water either currently or to
build up storage for emergencies like we had in 1977 during the drought
when we had to get off the state system and draw on our own supplies as
well as MWD.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. KUEBLER:

Thank you.

You're welcome.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

Okay, our next witness, Mr.
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Chris Schwartz are you in the room?

He

Cahill.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
up

all

Chuck

I guess?

MS. CLAIRE DEDRICK:
CHAI&\1AN WATERS:
MS. DEDRICK:

We

Good.
wanted to

I

data we're
and

are

represent the Cal

I

re

Re

to thank you, Chairman Waters, and the
It

hear

always a

to

in the round and
research on an area as
There is a substantial
is direct

related to the d

two gentlemen who are go
ob than

you the

can of

ust wanted to summariz
ive

ncidences in

la tes exceeded or

at
forn

were there s

culates exceeded the federal
meter,

is very

!

f

four
about are very
t

numbers.
In between

s

in

a

research
i

Mr.
1

I would like to say -- tell you a little bit about these two gentlemen.
I sent you copies of their resume and of some summaries of their testimony
but Dr. Cahill is a Professor of Physics at the University of California
at Davis, and Director of the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory, has all sorts
of credits and has been leading the air quality group.

Since 1970

they've performed over 40 major studies of air quality in California
and the west.

The rest is all detailed in the resume.

Mr. Fryxell is

the Air Pollution Control Officer for the Great Basin Unified Air
Pollution Control District which is the Owens Valley and runs from
Alpine County down to Death Valley -- from Tahoe to Death Valley.
a great district.

It's

And has over the last three -- done three years of

monitoring studies consisting of more than 188 on-site monitors.
What I'd like to do if I may, Mr. Waters, is to ask Mr. Fryxell
who has some slides he'd like to show you, to begin and when he is
through Dr. Cahill to present his -- summary of his data.
other thing I'd like to say about Dr. Cahill's report.
by the California Air Resources Board;

There's one

It is funded

it is completed in draft.

It

has not yet gone through the full approval process so there's a disclaimer
on the bottom of the summary of his testimony.

The fact is it has been

reviewed by both myself and staff and we have no reason to object in
anyway whatsoever to the data presented.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you, Claire.

MR. CHARLES FRYXELL:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. FRYXELL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Good afternoon.

State your name please.

Charles L. Fryxell, and I am the Air Pollution

Control Officer for the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control
District which takes in the counties of Inyo, Mono and Alpine and I
have the charge to implement air quality programs within that to attain
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and maintain Federal and State
have

some wr

te

time -- I think my sl

s wil

g

we're talking about than the words

l

just go ahead with the slides then.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. FRYXELL:

Fine.

I

say

courtesy of China Lake Naval
are their projec

of how the

line is the 1962 level of the lake.
red,

is the 1966 level, and the blue

to 1996 level, and the final brown
the projection somewhere in the year 2
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR

FRYXELL:

That s

MS. DEDRICK:

Let me

of the lake,

that the
which

What

is located.

s where Lee

northeast
basin border.

of the mounta

MR. FRYXELL
square
real

les as versus to

concerned about

now and
the

th

f

e

as more and more
is of course

and show

1

worse as

11

the
s

s a.

.

particularly calm day with Paoha Island in the foreground there and
on the left is the Tioga Pass and Lee Vining is nestled underneath
all that.

This is the side of the lake that normally gets the heavy

dust storm; the very high concentration of -- we've had them up to
1825 -- EPA significant harm to health level is 1,000 so you can see
we're nearly doubled the significant harm to health level.
flying into the basin.

•

This is

During these episodes you can see how the

visibility is deteriorated.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

You can barely make out the lake, and ...
Looking out at Nevada aren't we?

MR. FRYXELL:

Right.

MS. DEDRICK:

Are you?

MR. FRYXELL:

And this is -- keep in mind these photographs

It sort of looks like the Sierra.

are from 1976 and the problem is much worse.

You can see there's still

a channel between Negit and Paoha Island but that's dust coming off of
Negit Island there;

and there's dust coming off of the lake shore.

And

again it's off both islands and the shores and it's pretty good size
plumes.

And again this is off Paoha Island.

look like they're on fire but that's all dust.
shore dust.

And this

And once again the islands
And another shot of lake

the criteria I was talking about and it's

outlined in the yellow -- and you can see the EPA's alert warning,
emergency action and significant harm to health level.

People that

live in the path of these storms have to pack up in the middle of them
and take other shelter and when they come home they find this fine,
white powder all over their house and they have a big clean up job.

It's

a nuisance also.
Okay, now the correlation that we're going to make on what's
going to happen if this diversion continues is we have a lake in the
Owens Valley, Owens Lake, which was dried up in the 1920's by water
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diversions and it's about 88 square miles

and this

a satellite photograph of the valley, and you

the Owens Val

and Owens Lake and the lava flows and all the

down

Valley, and this picture is the same satel
Lake episode and you can see the Owens Lake

and the

plumes that go all the way down to the Ante
many

storms get so severe that at China Lake
occasions they have to cancel their f

is a very

costly thing to them.
Now this is the Inyo/Kern

to

us

show how far and wide these dust storms do affect.

s

s that Inyo/

Kern Airport which is about 70 miles south of the Owens Lake on

s is the

clear day and its typical visibility of over 100
same airport, same airplane, same

dur

a Owens Lake
ins

and you note you can't make out any
are probably 30 miles away.
Now this is looking up the Owens Val
and you can see Owens dry lake there, the
of the valley, and Haiwee Reservoir where the
in the foreground there so you can see the
beautiful air there and right around the
Trout Wilderness Area on the left s
a dust storm, and

s

clari
there i

and
new Golden
dur

Here s

Lake cont

s is the kinds of th

that the entire basin will be engulfed much the same

this.

This is a shot over the southeas
a dust storm.

You can see the dust

picture and it almost looks like a bomb
the val

there just

't very much
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and if you

up
lls

are up there, the brown things you can barely make out which is
probably 20 miles from the Owens Lake.
Here's a little closer shot at the dust plumes that's rising
off the lake.

This is an actual picture of the lake bed itself.

The

reason that this occurs is that there's crystalline growth in the lake
bed and the same thing occurs at Mono Lake and the crystalline growth
actually breaks the crust of the lake and raises the particles for

I

the wind to blow it away.

These are old railroad ties that are on

the lake and the crystalline growth has broken them up similarly.
This is the town of Keeler on the east side during a dust
episode on the east side of Owens Lake and typically it looks like
fog but the relative humidity is near zero.

It's all dust and it's

picked up the name of Keeler Fog -- that is what people call the dust
down there.
This is a campground near Lone Pine.

Of course the whole

area of the Owens Valley and Mono Basin are recreational and people
don't -- just don't like to come up to this kind of an atmosphere
for their recreation.

They typically get out of Los Angeles because

of the air there.
And this is the final shot of Lone Pine which you can't
even see because of the dust and this is about maybe five miles away
from the community and these communities are affected on a weekly
basis depending upon the wind.
a local condition like this.

It doesn't take very much to cause
And finally I guess we want to look

at something like this or worse there's been some research on
controlling dust other than use of water.

That type of research to

get any data from some very small test plots we've tried on Owens Lake
is two years away.

A large scale application of that I believe is
- 129 -

many, many more years away, and I don't think it s
Mono Lake.

for

I think the best abatement for Mono Lake

something like this again and

s is about a 197

can see the incredible difference;
that time would be much less.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MS. DEDRICK:

turn it into

s

and you

and the air

at

Thank you.

Thank you.

ease.

The reason

that we're

the pictures and the data of the Owens

you both

which is one that

the world has got to figure out to solve and

at great expen

is, as Dr. Cahill will show you, that the

content of

dust at

Owens Lake and at Mono Lake are very, very similar so we ful
that as the playas are more and more exposed at Mono Lake that the
problem will become similar to that of Owens Lake.

Dr.

11

you want to ask Mr. Fryxell a question?
CHAIR~AN

WATERS:

DR. TOM CAHILL:
of our work on air qual

No.
I

Proceed.

thank you for

data at

the

s i

EPA and we operate particular networks in 1

we

at
icles and dust

things such as natural and manmade sources of
in the National Parks and Monuments and so on

that

sted

became

in this work with the Area Social Board because
that are in fact occurring several

s in the

s

lake beds and the like and because from

technic a

appear to be a number of wr

research that we haven'

before in some of our earl
was funded by the Cali

s to thi
work.

view there

As

a Air Resour

the work
1

and 1980.
of

The study has involved over a thousand measurements
dust particles, soils, salts and the
3

seen

Lake

has been accepted at the Board and reviewed -- the Mono Lake report
as mentioned earlier is still in draft form and there may be some more
changes on it but we don't expect it to be too major.
I'd like to summarize on this handout;
the major inclusions as we see them right now.
a full page.

I gave you some of
This is the one that's

The first point is that the -- particularly the air quali

of the Owens Valley and Mono Lake areas was good to very good in non-dust

•

storm conditions.

Nothing I have is as pretty as Chuck Fryxell's

pictures, which are very dramatic, but the air quality there can normally
be really very good indeed and in fact such air quality appears to be
very valuable in terms of recreation.

There are similar problems at

the Grand Canyon.
Especially by the way this last summer, the summer of 1980,
the wind values were only about 75 percent of what they had been in
1979 so it was a very calm period.

The Owens Valley and Mono Lake

behaved in a very similar manner from February to June 1979 for
particular levels at Mono ranging from 40 percent to 105 percent of
the average levels of the Owens Valley.
the
and it

rst graph which is called F

I'd like to have you turn to
10 for some reason or other

the mass of materials in the air that could be breathed

into the lung and throat from February to June 1979 at Owens Valley,
which is the solid line, and the dotted line being Mono Lake and what
you see are those peaks representing weekly averages which included
dust storm periods, salt storm periods, and you see that there are
also same periods generated peaks at Mono Lake but at a lower level;
1980 data at Mono Lake showed in fact that the air was cleaner that
year because of the very low wind velocities so I'd like to reiterate
that the comments made by Chuck regarding Owens Lake as a model for the
- 131 -

future of Mono Lake appear to have some real val
weather tends to below

both areas

The

and

lar

s

manner.
Point number three was a high dust event
both areas, especially in the spring and fall months
corrected 24 hour total suspended

size

values

exces

1500 micrograms per cubic feet at Owens and 50
feet for Mono where two-thirds of

per
lable

Note the 24 hour standard for Cali

of

the

00 and at

primary standard is 260 and so as Chuck

2

hour federal
levels are

way beyond the federal emergency alert levels and these are no joke;
and in fact the complaints of the res

are well

one thing our research has shown that

just weren

I

That s

areas

should also mention item number four

of Owens and Mono Lake contributed much

fact

the dust in these events than
particles rich in

, sulfate and
tha

ask you to turn to the second
like this and

are

s is a graph taken from

blowing from the right to the left and what you
from Little Lake which

see

as you move

off there, up towards
very

wind blew across the soil between
little materials kicked up into the
the
I

looks

as

would

t
In fact

of the lake there was an extreme

was kidding Claire about this that dur
the

the state's 24 hour sulfate standard was
the alkal

sulfate the phenodite that's
so what we found in our s

were that
- 132

dust and
to

kick into the air and so what you're not seeing is -- you're not seeing
a traditional dust storm.
than this.

A dust storm would take stronger wind velocity

What you're seeing is a situation where the lake bed is very

easy to resuspend and as you have these dry fractionable crystals lying
on the surface that get kicked into the air by winds that are too weak
to make it a real traditional dust storm.

So it's a new process.

A

process based upon the drying up of a large lake.

•

We have taken these data and we've made a model which at
least semi-quantitatively gives the observed dust mass and chemical
composition.

It's based upon the length of the wind blowing over the

beach areas, the physical nature of the salt flats with those sharp
crystals which accelerates dust formation at low wind velocities.

The

fact that the water level of Mono Lake acts as a major sink for dust -if it weren't for the water level at Mono Lake the situation would be
far more severe because what it means is that dust picked up at one
side of the lake are partially moved by the water surface.
that hits the water surface just sinks.

Any particle

If that area were not there

the levels would be quite a bit higher.
And finally the later onset of dry soil conditions at Mono
Lake due to higher elevation, and I've sketched in the third diagram
the model of the present condition at Owens and Mono based upon this
model.

I should caution

irr~ediately

that we only have six dust storms

in the Owens Valley and about three at Mono Lake to work with at the
moment because our sampling did not cover the full year.

These data

and its model should be supported by at least another year or two worth
of data before we can s.ay we can go ahead and have the real payoff namely
what will happen to dust levels in the Mono Basin as the lake level seems
to drop.
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The last page of the report
that we feel are quite dramat

ts some research needs

and the first one represents the

of local meteorology and dust events at Mono Lake mean
own weather station therei

we need our

these battery powered so-called

which we can just put on a post.

Right now we have to use B

data and continuous monitoring of the dust at
so that we could see things that Chuck

these

has shown

that you can then

tie down a given meteorology to what the local res

will see
nature

We need to get more

If you look at

of the salt flats, for instance the role of
some of the data at Owens Lake the arsenic
joke.

weather

levels short

very high levels or episodic periods, and

terms of dust levels.

cans

It has to be checked.

s may

fact be no

Finding the nature of the alkaline dusts
as you move away

that fall in the surrounding soils; dust col

from the lake into the surrounding area so we can see
salt and other material is into the soil and

of

the
Thank you

very much.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
118. DEDRICK:

Thank you.
to the

Norm, just to

air quality requirements for areas such as

that

to

at the federal level without

of the

violation of the federal standard is a
whether there

a human being

ide or not.

or a bad thing but that is the law.

In add

one of the things that came to me wh
as a proposal for some research -- I
relate these dust incidences that we're
they may be

on the

stand

the

I 1

say a
s

That may
to that I think that
to
to

would be
about to whatever

islands

l
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the islands were

from

You can see clear

The other

a fair amount of the
as we

to s

a

back

out earl

the

of cove

, an area I think would
, Lee

that the lake
the
s

lf

with Dr. Cahill's

that

for the dust generated by

a

lake and that the
may be of ass

, a calm period

the

and we don't know, but I do

the lake.

have been gotten

there or whether because of the

•

s

near the

the reason that low

Whether or not that

is located

of the lake is on the Lee Vining
One other

I would 1

to point out

is that the studies have all been so far
south

ling

The wind blows from the north in that val

do

we need some more research; one and

with the extens
there and the

lel" that we're see

ASSEMBLY~~N

No.

CRAMER

nonwater suppress

Have you any questions?

Mr. Cramer.
ect pretty quickly

You touched on a
terms of the dust.

I

it was you

11. ..

MR. CAHILL:

Yes.

MS. DEDRICK:

water suppress

ASSEMBLYMAN

Nonwater suppression.

do you have a feel

or an

cost of supplying water there as
MR. FRYXELL
costly.

in the Mono Basin a longer

not be necessary.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

wonder

two years, but

work done on the Owens Valley the extensive experience

than that would

Mr.

too, so we

I was just

sion of the difference in
to that kind of a program?

of a program is going to be quite

We have two or three half-acre test plots and the cost of

running these tests is $250,0 0.

Now we're
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at Mono Lake at

what -- somewhere between 30 and 50
the one thing

I

acres

if

dries up, and

don't think the City of Los

s has taken into

account in their computation of how much

water costs and their

cost feasibility -- the economics of this whole

is

cost of

controlling air pollution on the lake but

method

and we're not even sure that it will work.
ASSEMBLY~~N

CRAMER:

Did I understand you as s

so that

the kind of experiments that you're doing at Owens Lake would not work
at Mono Lake?
MR. FRYXELL:

They may not.

It would

upon

the amount of sand that shifts around on Mono Lake and I'
that the sand dunes move around the same way on Mono as

do on the

Owens Lake.
ASSEMBLYMAN CRAMER:

Are you

that we

fill Owens Lake?
MR. FRYXELL:

Fill Owens Lake?

ASSEMBLYMAN CR,A111ER:
MR. FRYXELL:

Yes.

No. I'm

that we

though.
ASSEMBLY~AN
CHAI~ffiN

CRAMER:

WATERS:

MS. DEDRICK:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
your excellent testimony.

Dr. Robert

DR. ROBERT BRATTAIN:
to make a couple of comments

My name is Robert
on

We got a lot of pictures of dust storms.
a great number of

aces.

for

and Tom and

Thank you, Cla

I believe the
- 13

tes

I'
I

ve

We can have dust storms in

numerous dust storms.

been c

over a 1000 occurred in the

out of the s

bas

that is

bas

he

pictures.
going to show

as for a

the dust blows in any desert

•

em in the Owens

source of corse aerosols but
to

Now I would 1

I've

on Owens Lake

he

is a

the dry lake

not a s

source of fine ones.

out to you though that although everybody
matter

emphasizes total

has

and has known

th.
that we are

te familiar.

which I am
he

not seen the one on Mono Lake

my belief

it, and I am bas

do

in

i

when

dust problem.

pol

ll's work on Owens Val

on Dr.

--

dust problem

you have a

scr

or in 1J!.ono Lake

Val

number of

not show us his own data and I'm

some of

As far as there

ace that

is the

showed us a

deserts.

we're

as the first comment

As

for years and now
icles, EPA is

fine

methods

to do

i

Tom
not or
storms.

in
the lake bed

Owens Lake

dust

not

basis total sulfur next to

He also
lake

meter whereas the state s

that the

amount of

aerosols
average

that on a

s

per cubic

is 25

sulfur never exceed

that the

during dust

and it is not even
average

He

sulfur does

that

per cubic meter and
of a microgram.

fur levels measured at Mono Lake were

He

three-tenths

of a
I would 1

you to look at a
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of

figures he gave

you.

Look at the bottom of Figure 10.

mass, the parts that really

You wil

the f

the

the result of dust storms and if you

as

11 turn to

to his handout you will notice that the

sulfur

right hand scale also is not affected by the

the

dust

Now I'd like to turn to some other

to make

s.

some comments today that are based on some
NUS Corporation and Truesdale
I

specifical

know you're in a hurry and I'm

soil

to shorten this a

soil samples were taken around the lake and some of
north, some of them were between

were on the

Island and the

on the south, and one was behind Lee

, some were

As a repre

sample it was not connected with exposed lake bed.
were separated into fractions according to

Ten

so

Now these

ze and

its size -- its chemical compos

weeks

in August of 1980, particulate matter that was

lected

on the roof of the Lee Vining
apparatus was the same essentia

as the one

the soil samples so we got an
samples.

ized

Now the results of these

have been

independently evaluated by Dr.

a Profes

mental Health and Safety, at the Harvard

of

Hackney who is the Chief of the

Health

Dr. Jack
at Rancho

Los Amigos Hospital; and by myself.
Now my comments today are a summary
evaluations.

The

al

f these

is of

particular comparisons of the
icles of s

lar s zes lead to

The

les collected at Lee
lake bed.
not.

did not come from the
the

NO'Itl 1

I'm just

to tell you that there are s

in the

try of the

collected

the air.
Now

sul

in the airborne material which was collected
sulfate and its origin is

probably automobi

exhaust and there's plenty of automobile

exhaust from Highway 395 to account for it.
Lee Vining could not poss
not

The sulfate that is at

have come from the lake;

on its size but also on
ical

differences

from the soil and the samples we

at Lee Vining

•

they're

ls of

the

also based

in chemical composition.

was collected at Lee Vining had the

proper ratio of the

to the sulfate ion to be ammonium

sulfate and there are not any appreciable quantities of ammonium found
the

1 s

taken next to the

airborne

are local dust

at Lee

this photochemically

produced ammonium
Lee
clean air.
District.
that was

, the

or

center at Mono Lake, has

Now my reason for
I

would

ike

to you.

as

that is data from the

to look at the
You

ll's group for 1981

Lake's High School and

in the material

that

1

by Mr.

irst

Bas

ity at Lee
compared to

compared to Sacramento.

Spec

ically

the geometric mean which is the average that they use was 30 at Lee
Vining for this period, was 35 1/2 at Monterey which is considered very
clean and where I 1

, was 48 for Mammoth Lakes, was 51 for Salinas

and 60 for Sacramento all for the same period.
The second

I would like to make is that the air at
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Mono Lake is
clean and appears to be cleaner

1981 than it was

just heard a lot of testimony that
second diagram.

's

We

worse.

You will notice -- I

Turn to the

s because

is the

only location for which Mr. Fryxell has data over a

You

will notice that if anything the air appears to be cleaner
than i t was in 1979 and 1980.

Specif

1981

, the state standard of

60 micrograms per cubic meter of the

mean was never exceeded

in any one of the three years.

In 1979 it was

and in '81 it is down to nine.

Now I

3; i

80 in was 16:

it would be a

overemphasize this apparent decline or

ed clar

stake to
of

air;

but it is certainly not getting any worse and these are

data.

These are Mr. Fryxell's.
Now I think it's also interes

to note that Binderrock

which is north of the lake and certainly the

exposed to the

worst dust storm had an annual geometric mean
this dropped to 41 in 1980 although this
the station was s

7

of 84 and that

s

data because

Now much has

from the lake probably do not cons

spec

health hazard.
. 1

First of all chemical analysis has shown that the

taken

l.~-

next to the lake did not contain any crystalline s 1
well known lung hazard.

Electron

is a

s showed that the

soil samples did not contain asbes
has shown that only under the most extreme
the state standard of 25 micrograms per
Now data on the effect of
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ana
would we
meter of f

sulfur.
real

is
to

available.

The standard was written for acid sulfates, sulfuric acid

and materials derived from it like ammonium sulfate.

However, the only

available evidence on alkaline sulfates which is occupational health
data and not air pollution data indicates that alkaline sulfates are
less of a health hazard than acidic sulfates, possibly by as much as
a factor of 40.

This is based on the data that is used for the NIOSH

standard for alkaline materials in the work place.

•

Now in summary I think the available data show that the air
at Lee Vining is clean;

that the air in Lee Vining does not contain

dust particles from the exposed lake bed; the air at a location likely
to be influenced by dust when the lake bed is clean and is certainly
not getting any worse, and even dust storms are basically a nuisance
and not a specific health hazard.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

Thank you very much, sir.

I'd only like

to comment that I've been to Lee Vining and the pictures, the slides,
clearly indicate to me that there is a problem there in terms of dust
storms, and you seem to portray that there is no problem there.
MR. BRATTAIN:

Well, no ...

CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. BRATTAIN:

I didn't find that hard to believe, sir.

I didn't say there wasn't a problem.

I say

there's a dust storm problem any time you're in desert conditions.

I

went across from Blythe once on the highway and I had to have my car
repainted and the windshield changed.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. BRATTAIN:

I'm sure that's happened to a lot of us.

And there are a lot of places in this state

where there is absolutely no chance of ever achieving the total suspended
particulate matter just because of the existence of wind blown dust.
I mean there are the great reaches of the San Bernardino County where
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if you were

the air you

equaled.
CHAIRJV!.A.N

v~ATERS:

MR. BRATTAIN:
CHAI&~N

Thank you.

WATERS:

Mr.

tc1R.

with the

of Los

quality s

about 1975.

s afternoon.

What I'd 1

another one of our s

to
that we'

You've heard a 1

about

by the Great Bas

0

taken on

What I've

up at Mono Lake, and what we d

.

ron9es

A

and the east

nor the as

standard lens so there is no
in

three
you'd
copy.

this is the

If you

loan it to
here.

summar z
we

So

to

0

es.
myself to

s no

I

s

was

to the fact that it was snowing or raining or something like that;
that didn't happen very often but usually it's just clear weather.

The

second category was for faint dust where if you look very carefully at
those photographs -- sometimes you almost need a magnifying glass -you'll be able to see a dust devil or some dust coming off from some part
of the lake shore or the islands.

The third category is recognizable.

That's where it's fairly easy to look at the photograph and see some

•

evidence of dust without great study.

The fourth category was extensive

dust which was obvious that there was a very strong wind going and it's
very easy to see it.
What I've done here on the graph is to summarize the number
of days that fell within each of those four categories.

You'll see the

first category on the left, the clear category for the nearly 600 days
we had photographed, we had clear conditions or otherwise dust free
conditions on more than 500, about 89 percent of the time.

The second

category, the faint dust, we had around about a little under six percent
of the time.

The recognizable dust was a little bit smaller, nearly

four percent of the time.

In the last category, the extensive dust, we

only had photographs indicating extensive dust on nine occasions which
was a little over one percent;

this out of 600 days.

The second exhibit I have here is a sample of two typical
kinds of photographs from the recognizable category.

You have samples

of the other categories, the faint, the clear and the extensive in the
little handout that I gave to you.

But you can see there in both these

photographs -- looking on the left side to the north, on the right side
basically to the east the mountains in the background about 24 miles
away.

You can see on the top picture the dust coming off Paoha Island

and blowing to the southeast.

In the bottom photograph you can just
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see a lot of little dust

s on the eas

clear from these

s

and

and the Great Basin has collected

is dust

the dust is blowing away from Lee Vin

s

populated areas of the Mono Basin, it s
northeast, or the southeast.
doing some

the
the

s

l

direction indicator.

We haven't

but it's very infrequent when you
of Lee
The second
familiar

that's

are

th the Basin know that it

when we talk about a health effect,
as Mrs. Dedr

it's a

you

s

about a health effect

talk

s when it's dus

to the east

there is any

health effect

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Aren't

out there?
MR. KUEBLER:
ami lies that l
three
it.

There are, to

or

there.

les east of 395
That's my

the
'd

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

4

very brief harkening back to this morning's discussion of water balance,
I am delighted to see that the City of Los Angeles is going to be
employing Artesians to save Mono Lake, and I'm delighted with that
event and I hope that they can continue with these kinds of innovations.
I have four basic points

with regard to public policy that

I'd like to address with regard to Mono Lake.

The first one is the

urgency of the need for further research to study -- a bill that we've

•

been talking about here today appears to be sort of noncontroversial .
I hope this Committee can expedite it and get it moving as fast as
possible so we can get these studies going immediately.
point is the need for independent study.

The second

We've had the City of Los

Angeles with their biologist and their little Artesians coming forth
and t.elling us that there's no problem.

We've had the Mono Lake Committee

and independent researchers, and I don't need to tell you which group I
believe in. In any event we need a mutually agreeable solution, a mutually
agreeable research effort, an independent effort at some point; one
that Los Angeles can agree to beforehand and will agree to results
beforehand rather than wait
A third point.

l we get down to the end.

The issue is not the question of taking water

away from the City of Los Angeles despite the testimony of Mr. Ferraro
this morning.
of Los Angeles.

Not one drop of water has been taken away from the City
The question I believe is the issue of the unwillingness

of the City of Los Angeles to solve the issue surrounding its water
diversion; to deal with its water diversion program in a socially
acceptable manner.

They won't sit down, they won't talk with us.

Los

Angeles relys on what we consider to be a fairly dubious water rights;
ignoring the human and environmental cost to the Owens Valley, to the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and to the Mono Basin;
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We feel that the Great Salt Lake offers a comparable situation with
regard to the lake chemistry, the biota there, the algae, the brine
shrimp, the gulls, the phalaropes, and the grebes as we've entered
into a joint agreement with them to try and get some information from
those people, and we've already received some stomach content analysis
samples which we will be evaluating in hopes of determining just what
the brine -- what the gulls and the migratory birds feed on at that
particular location.

Some of the things that are of particular interest

to us is the gulls of the nesting colony on a gunnison island which is
located on the north arm of the Great Salt Lake, has been attested as
already approaching about 270 parts per thousand as a saturated solution;
so we're curious as to what these gulls feed upon in that particular
habitat and what correlation there might be to ultimate salinities at
Mono Lake.
The other thing that has been eluded to is the fact that we
are on the threshold of entering into a joint agreement with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service which will be a three year study to study
migratory birds and other issues that would be involved in Mono Lake
and similar lakes in the Western United States.
And the third thing that we wanted to emphasize today is that
for some time now we have been considering sponsoring, or at least
co-sponsoring or getting underway somehow a symposium workshop type
format where all of this research effort could be brought together.
For quite some time we were unwilling to share our information as a
result of being in litigation, but in a recent court hearing we had to
submit briefs that included a lot of our information that we've been
determining over these last months and we felt that that information
would be public knowledge and we thought that this was the particular
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for that research, but the Department is certainly willing to continue
with its share.

It was indicated earlier, we have spent about $400,000

to date and we're still committed to spend additional funds on research,
and if it was so decided at that symposium it be a joint effort, then
we would be willing to contribute our share for the continued research.
But I did want to make the point very clear and very explicit that this
is going to be an objective symposium and the reason for this symposium
workshop is that on the second day we can actually sit down together and
thrash out some of the things here regarding brine shrimp, for example,
the differences of opinions and the types of research that needs to be
done, so with that I'd be glad to answer any questions.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you.

to set something like this up.

I think that's very commendable

It seems to me that we're going to have

to get everybody's information together somehow and try to work something
out.
MR. CARR:

And I'm not sure that it can be done in a day or

two days, but it's obvious that we have to start somewhere.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:
MR. CARR:

Definitely.

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Mr. Abe Tamarin.

MR. ABE TAMARIN:

Good afternoon.

Since my name is the last

one on the list I think you'll be happy to see me for that reason if
nothing else.
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Yeah, we've heard about enough of Mono Lake

for one day.
(Laughter)
MR. TAMARIN:
not a scientist.

My testimony will be entirely different.

I'm

I'm not an engineer, and I can tell you I work for
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Thank you, sir.

If not -- is there anyone in the audience that

Thank you very much.
ions from the Committee.
ls compelled to testi

or to say a few words?
VOICE FROM AUDIENCE:

What if we've said something already

but would like to say a few more words?
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CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Well, I don't know.

I think not.

If you

have new testimony and you'd like to come forward and say something,
we're not going to start a debate here.
hearing and that's the way I planned it.

This has been a very friendly
To gather information and to

take testimony from all of the folks concerned about this, and I think
it's good and I think we've accomplished a lot today, and I want to take
this opportunity to again thank the L.A. Department of Water and Power
and the Mono Lake Committee and certainly my Committee, and certainly
the members, and I appreciate you sticking with me.
ASSEMBLYMAN CRAMER:
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

I would-- could I say I'd like ...

You certainly may.

ASSEMBLYMAN CRAMER:

If someone testified here and were at

times controversial, if someone, at least for my purposes, would care
to jot down and put together a memorandum in response to some challenge
they felt they had received, I'd be interested in reading
CHAIRMAN WATERS:

Thank you, Mr. Cramer.

Again, I'd like to thank my consultants and my Committee for
their indulgence and to thank all the witnesses who appeared before us.
I think it was an excellent hearing, and I hope that from this we can
put something together that will help us with the problem of Mono Lake.
Thank you all very much for attending.
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